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Summary

In recent years andmonths, the public perception and concern about climate change has strongly increased.

This has to do - inter alia - with the increasing scientific evidence: The Fourth IPCC Assessment Report

2007 states that the climate of the Earth is indisputably changing and that human activities since 1750

have increased the average global temperature with very high confidence. Against this background,

the moment seems to be opportune to politically agree on long-term and effective solutions for global

climate protection. But is it really true that scientific findings are crucial to find an international political

consensus and to implement successful measures?

In the present dissertation, it is investigated whether results of climate change research influence the

cooperative behavior of countries at the international climate negotiations and thus contribute to an

effective international climate policy. This question was analyzed by means of a multivariate linear

regression. The necessary basis for this analysis is the operationalization of (1) results of climate change

research, here how much countries will be affected by climate change, and (2) ofthe cooperative behavior

of countries within the international climate change regime.

In the first part, a Climate Change Index (CCI) is developed that is composed of annual and seasonal

temperature and precipitation indicators. These indicators are aggregated to a single index that is a

measure for the strength of future climate change relative to today's natural variability. The CCI does

not represent climate impacts. Its aim is to comply with the increasing need of policy makers to gain a

quick overview ofcomplex scientific findings by means of summarized information. The index is calcu¬

lated on the basis of three global climate model simulations of the 21st century under the IPCC emis¬

sion scenarios A2 and B2. The results indicate that the strongest climate changes by the end of the 21st

century, relative to today's natural variability, will occur in the tropics and in high latitudes (especially

in the northern hemisphere). The CCI is also calculated on a country basis, allowing for comparison with

social and economic country indicators.

In the second part, a method is presented how to estimate and compare the cooperative behavior of coun¬

tries within the international climate change regime. A Cooperation Index is developed that evaluates

countries' cooperative behavior on a scale between 0 (= least cooperative) and 6 (= most cooperative).
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VI Climate Change Research and International Climate Change Agreements

It aggregates five indicators. Two indicators measure whether and how fast countries have committed

to the United Nations Framework on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the Kyoto Protocol (KP). Three

additional indicators quantify whether and how effectively measures have been implemented in line

with these agreements. These three measures are reporting, financial contributions, and development of

per capita C02 emissions in relation to the per capita gross domestic product of each country. According

to this composite Cooperation Index, the following large countries are ranked after their level of coop¬

eration in ascending order: United States of America, Australia, Russia, Canada, Brazil, China, India,

South Africa, big European countries.

The two developed indices lay the basis for the analysis in the third part of the dissertation. It is inves¬

tigated how strong the influence of results of climate change research (here how much countries will be

affected by climate change) is on the cooperative behavior of countries. This relation is analyzed for 176

countries by means of a multivariate linear regression for the time period 1990-2005. The results show

that only a small share of the cooperative behavior of all countries worldwide can be explained by how

strongly they will be affected by climate change. Other investigated factors such as the political system,

economic development, population, and oil dependence explained approx. 22% of the cooperative

behavior. From the analysis the conclusion can be drawn that the reasons for the cooperative behavior of

the 176 countries are very diverse and that therefore generally valid relations are difficult to find.

On the basis of the present dissertation, the question concerning the influence of results from climate

change research on international climate policy can be answered as follows: Generally it is assumed that

findings of climate science have been important for the initiation of the international climate change

regime. The present study focuses on the cooperative behavior of countries within the climate change

regime and shows that this behavior is only little influenced by the results from climate change research,

here how much countries will be affected by climate change. This influence may be improved by opti¬

mizing the flow of information between climate change research and climate politics. The present disser¬

tation builds a sound basis to further investigate the interactions between climate change research and

climate politics, it provides methods, and concludes with suggestions on worthwhile future research

topics.



Zusammenfassung

In den letzten Jahren und Monaten hat das öffentliche Bewusstsein und die Besorgnis über die Kli¬

maänderung stark zugenommen. Dies hat unter anderem mit der immer eindeutigeren wissenschaft¬

lichen Beweislage zu tun: Der Vierte IPCC Assessment Report 2007 hält fest, dass sich das Klima

der Erde eindeutig ändert und die menschlichen Aktivitäten seit 1750 das durchschnittliche globale

Klima mit sehr hoher Wahrscheinlichkeit erwärmt haben. Auf diesem Hintergrund erscheint der jetzige

Zeitpunkt äusserst günstig, um sich politisch auflangfristige und wirksame Lösungen für einen globalen

Klimaschutz einigen zu können. Aber ist es wirklich so, dass wissenschaftliche Ergebnisse ausschlagge¬

bend sind, um international einen politischen Konsens finden und erfolgreich Massnahmen umsetzen

zu können?

In der vorliegenden Dissertation wird die Frage untersucht, ob Resultate aus der Klimaforschung das

kooperative Verhalten von Ländern an den internationalen Klimaverhandlungen beeinflussen und

dadurch zu einer wirksamen internationalen klimapolitischen Lösung beitragen. Diese Frage wurde

mittels multivariater linearer Regression untersucht. Die notwendige Basis für die Analyse bildete die

Operationalisierung von (1) Ergebnissen aus der Klimaforschung, hier die Betroffenheit der Länder

durch die Klimaänderung, sowie (2) dem Kooperationsverhaltcn der einzelnen Länder an den interna¬

tionalen Klimaverhandlungen.

Im ersten Teil wurde ein Klimaänderungsindex (CCI) entwickelt, der sich aus jährlichen und saiso¬

nalen Temperatur- und Nicdcrschlagsindikatoren zusammensetzt. Dieser zusammengesetzte Index ist

ein Mass für die Stärke der zukünftigen Klimaänderung, relativ zur heutigen natürlichen Variabilität. Er

entspricht einem Bedürfnis von Politikern nach zusammengefassten, einfach verständlichen Daten. Die

Indikatorberechnungen basieren auf drei globalen Klimamodell-Simulationen für das 21. Jahrhundert

unterAnnahme der beiden IPCC Emissionsszenarien A2 und B2. Die Resultate zeigen, dass am Ende des

21. Jahrhunderts die stärkste relative Klimaänderung in den Tropen sowie den hohen Breiten (speziell in

der nördlichen Hemisphäre) zu erwarten ist. Der Klimaänderungsindex wurde auch pro Land berechnet,

was einen Vergleich mit sozialen und ökonomischen Indikatoren ermöglicht.

Vli
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Im zweiten Teil wird ein Methode präsentiert, mit welcher das kooperative Verhalten von Ländern an

den internationalen Klimaverhandlungen bewertet und verglichen werden kann. Ein Kooperationsindex

wurde entwickelt, der das kooperative Verhalten der Ländern auf einer Skala von 0 (= am wenig¬

sten kooperativ) bis 6 (= am kooperativsten) misst. Er setzt sich aus fünf Indikatoren zusammen.

Zwei Indikatoren messen, ob und wie schnell sich Länder zur Klimarahmenkonvention der Vereinten

Nationen (UNFCCC) sowie zum Kyoto Protokoll (KP) verpflichteten. Drei weitere Indikatoren quanti¬

fizieren, ob und wie effizient Massnahmen im Sinne der beiden unterzeichneten Abkommen umgesetzt

wurden. Diese Massnahmen sind Berichterstattung, finanzielle Beiträge sowie Entwicklung der pro

Kopf C02-Emissionen eines Landes im Verhältnis zur wirtschaftlichen Entwicklung. Der zusammen¬

gesetzte Kooperationsindex ordnet eine Auswahl grosser Länder nach zunehmendem Kooperationsgrad

wie folgt: USA, Australien, Russland, Kanada, Brasilien, China, Indien, Südafrika, grosse Europäische

Länder.

Die beiden entwickelten Indizes legen die Basis für die Analyse im dritten Teil der Dissertation. Es wird

untersucht, wie stark der Einfluss von Ergebnissen aus der Klimaforschung (hier die Betroffenheit der

Länder durch die Klimaänderung) aufdas Kooperationsverhalten der Ländern ist. Dieser Zusammenhang

wird für 176 Länder mittels multivariater linearer Regression im Zeitraum 1990-2005 analysiert. Die

Resultate zeigen, dass nur ein kleiner Teil des Kooperationsverhaltens der Länder mit der Betroffenheit

durch die Klimaänderung erklärt werden kann. Weitere untersuchte Faktoren wie politisches System,

wirtschaftliche Entwicklung, Bevölkerung und Abhängigkeit von Erdölprodukten erklären rund 22%

des Koopcrationsverhaltens der Länder. Aus der vorliegenden Studie kann der Schluss gezogen werden,

dass die Ursachen für das kooperative Verhalten der 176 Länder sehr unterschiedlich sind und deshalb

allgemeingültige Zusammenhänge schwierig zu finden sind.

Aufgrund der vorliegenden Dissertation lässt sich die Frage nach dem Einfluss von Resultaten aus

der Klimaforschung auf die internationale Klimapolitik wie folgt beantworten: Allgemein gilt, dass

Ergebnisse aus den Klimawissenschaften wichtig waren für die Entstehung des internationalen

Klimaregimes. Die vorliegende Forschung fokussiert auf das Kooperationsvcrhalten der einzelnen

Länder innerhalb des Klimaregimes und zeigt, dass dieses Verhalten nur wenig von den Ergebnissen

aus der Klimaforschung, hier die Betroffenheit durch die Klimaänderung, beeinflusst wird. Dieser

Einfluss könnte vermutlich vergrössert werden, wenn der Informationsfluss zwischen Klimaforschung

und Klimapolitik optimiert würde. Die vorliegende Dissertation bildet eine gute Basis für die weitere

Erforschung der Wechselwirkungen zwischen Klimaforschung und Klimapolitik, stellt Methoden zur

Verfügung und schliesst mit Vorschlägen über lohnenswerte zukünftige Forschungsthemen.
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Introduction

In recent years and months, the public perception and concern about climate change has strongly

increased. This can be attributed to the launch of three products: Al Gore's film ,An Inconvenient Truth'

that reached a broad public including numerous decision-makers; the Stern Review on the Economics

of Climate Change (Stem, 2007) that introduced new views and figures into the climate cost debate;

and finally, the 2007 report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), an important

milestone that states that there is more than a 90 percent probability that human action has contributed

towards recent climate change.

Now, policy-makers are challenged to react and consent to powerful solutions that aim at preventing

worst scenarios. A political consensus that acknowledges the problem finally seems to be within reach

(Nature Editorial, 2007). This seems to imply that scientific information and its dissemination are an

important stimulus for a successful climate policy. But is this really so?

Several studies have shown that science is one ofthe main forces leading to today's global environmental

regimes (e.g. Meyer et al., 1997; e.g. Renevier and Henderson, 2002). But not every research result

about climate change has a direct influence on climate policies. Often scientific climate data are not in

a form compatible with the need of policy makers (Dilling, 2007; Hartmann et al, 2002; Jones et al,

1999; Lövbrand, 2007). Also, climate information is partly used in ways significantly different from the

use that information producers intended (Lemos, 2003). Hence, the influence of climate change research

could be improved by publishing results in a clear and synthesized way according to policy-makers'

needs (Freudenberg, 2003; OECD, 2002). This is underlined by a study of Sterman and Sweeney (2007)

that shows that a poor understanding of climate processes may hinder the adoption of appropriate poli¬

cies or the political support for legislation to implement them.

What could be such an appropriate policy for the global climate change problem? One option to tackle

environmental problems of a global scope is by means of international environmental agreements

(IEAs) as they have a high potential for global environmental governance (Mitchell, 2003). However,

their implementation does not guarantee a positive effect on the environment: In the past, some IEAs

have had only little or even detrimental effect on the environment. (Mitchell, 2003; Susskind et ai,

1
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2002; Ward, 2006). In order for lEAs to be successful, cooperation ofthe participating countries is a key

requirement (Victor, 2006; von Stein, 2006).

This leads to the main question of this PhD project: Do results of climate change results influence

countries' cooperative behavior within the international climate change regime and, thus, contribute

to a successful international climate policy? By investigating this question, the PhD project aims at

providing some insight into the linkage between climate change research and climate policy.

To analyze this linkage, the quantitative approach of linear regression is chosen. The unit of analysis

are all countries worldwide (or as many as possible). The necessary basis for this analysis is to opera-

tionalize research results about climate change, here how much countries will be affected by climate

change, as well as countries' cooperative behavior within the climate negotiations by means of indica¬

tors. This approach allows to express data from natural and polictical science in the same way and, thus,

to link these two fields and investigate the influence of research results on climate policy. In addition, it

was aimed to display indicators on a country basis in a clear and synthesized way according to policy¬

makers' need (see above).

The thesis is organized as follows:

First, in Chapter 2, the Climate Change Index is presented, a measure for the strength of future climate

change relative to today's natural variability. This index aggregates a number of annual and seasonal

temperature and precipitation indicators derived from climate change projections of three global climate

models.

In Chapter 3, a method is presented how to estimate and compare the cooperative behavior of coun¬

tries within the international climate change regime. For this purpose, five indicators are aggregated

to the so called Cooperation Index. These indicators measure whether and how fast countries have

committed to the two climate change agreements (United Nations Framework on Climate Change and

Kyoto Protocol) and whether and how effectively measures have been implemented in line with these

agreements (reporting, financing, mitigation of C02 emissions).

Based on the results of Chapters 2 and 3, Chapter 4 focuses on the linkage between 'climate change

research' and 'climate change policy'. It is investigated whether research results about climate change

influence the cooperative behavior of countries within the international climate change regime. For this

purpose, the cooperative behavior of 176 countries is analyzed by means of a linear regression model

for the time period 1990-2005.

Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the most important findings of this thesis including its policy relevance,

and gives an outlook for future research.
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A Climate Change Index:

Where climate change may be most promi¬

nent in the 21st century

Michèle B. Baettig1, Martin Wild2, Dieter M. Imboden1

1 Institute of Biogeochemistry and Pollutant Dynamics (IBP), ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

1 Institute for Atmosphere and Climate, ETII Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

Abstract

A Climate Change Index (CCI) is developed that is composed of annual and seasonal temperature and

precipitation indicators. These indicators arc aggregated to a single index that is a measure for the

strength of future climate change relative to today's natural variability. The CCI does not represent

climate impacts. Its aim is to comply with the increasing need ofpolicy makers to gain a quick overview

ofcomplex scientific findings by means of summarized information. The index is calculated on the basis

ofthree GCM simulations of the 21st century under the IPCC emission scenarios A2 and B2. The results

indicate that the strongest climate changes by the end of the 21st century, relative to today's natural

variability, will occur in the tropics and in high latitudes (especially in the northern hemisphere). The

CCI is also calculated on a country basis, allowing for comparison with social and economic country

indicators.

This paper is published as: Baettig, M. B,, M. Wild, and D. M. Imboden (2007), A climate change index: Where

climate change may be most prominent in the 21st century, Geophys. Res. Lett., 34, L01705, doi:10.1029/

2006GLO28159.
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2.1 Introduction

It is widely recognized that policy makers need reliable and well-synthesized information about climate

change and its impacts in order not to get lost in too much detail [OECD, 2002]. One possibility to

meet these needs is by indicators and aggregated indices that help to gain a quick overview of scientific

facts. In the field of climate change numerous specific indicators exist, but there are only few composite

indices. This is astonishing considering that climate change is a strongly debated issue in international

politics with thousands of policy-makers involved. Interviews by the authors with 57 country dele¬

gates at the UN Climate Change Conference 2005 in Montreal show that a majority judge an aggregate

measure for climate change as helpful.

The aim ofthis paper is to present an aggregated Climate Change Index (CCI) that summarizes different

climatic information into a single number, a possible measure for projected climate change. For political

use, it is aggregated on a country level allowing for comparison with social and economic indicators that

arc only available on a country level. The CCI is composed of different temperature and precipitation

indicators. We focus on climate change indicators and not on climate impact indicators as the former

are closer to model data, depend on less assumptions and are less complex to communicate. Indicator

calculations are based on multi model ensemble scenarios of the 21st century. The validity of the index

is discussed in the light of existing scientific findings.

2.2 Method

The goal of this study was to develop an index that is a measure for projected climate change. A main

challenge was to identify those indicators that best represent climate change. Traditionally, global mean

temperature is the standard indicator for climate change [IPCC, 2001]. However, it is generally accepted

that changes in precipitation patterns and extreme events may have stronger impacts on the environ¬

mental and societal systems [e.g., Allen and Ingram, 2002; Hcgerl, et al., 2004; IPCC, 2001]. Thus, four

indicator groups were selected that together are able to describe important facets of climate change:

changes in annual temperature, changes in annual precipitation, changes in extreme temperature events,

and changes in extreme precipitation events, including droughts.

Indicator calculations are based on gridded global monthly surface air temperature and precipitation

data. In a first application we calculated the CCI with data from three Global Climate Models (GCM),

namely ECHAM5 [Roeckner, et al., 2003], HadCM3 [Gordon, et al., 2000], and CGCM2 [Flato, et al.,

2000], Each data set consists of a control run (1961-1990) and two greenhouse runs (2071-2100), based

on the IPCC SRES scenarios A2 and B2 (approx. 860 and 620 ppmv C02 concentration in 2100). Each

indicator is a multi model ensemble mean of these data. The different model grids were interpolated to
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the coarsest grid size of the CGCM2 model (3.75°*3.75°). Calculations were conducted globally at each

grid point.

2.2.1 Calculated climate indicators

In the following, the four indicator groups are described (see Table 1). All indicators are calculated

according to the same principle, i.e. to identify the "1 in 20 years" most extreme event of the refer¬

ence period and to calculate the occurrence of such an event within the scenario period. This method

is based on the assumption that climate change and climate impacts manifest themselves through an

increased occurrence of extreme events over a longer time period [Barnett, et al., 2005]. To calculate

the indicators, a cumulative density function was fitted to the data of the control period and into those of

the scenario period. The quantile corresponding to the 95th (and 5th) percentile was determined using

the control period distribution function, then the probability of this quantile was calculated under the

scenario period. In the following, this procedure is called "1 in 20 years" principle. As the analyzed time

period consists of only 30 data points, for reasons of accuracy, we did not calculate events less frequent

than "1 in 20 years".

Within the first indicator group "change in annual temperature", only one indicator was calculated: the

additional occurrence of the hottest year of the control period, IH0Tyear. For the probability calculation,

temperature data were assumed to be normally distributed. Indicator values are between 0 and 19 and

express additional extreme hot years within 20 years.

In the second indicator group "change in annual precipitation", two indicators were computed: the future

additional occurrence of the driest and wettest years of the reference period, IDRYyear and lWETycar. Only

values indicating an increased probability ofoccurrence were taken into account. Precipitation data were

assumed to be gamma distributed. For the fit of the gamma cumulative density function, the maximum

likelihood estimates (MLE) were used.

Table 1 : Overview of the indicator groups and individual indicators that are aggregated to the Climate Change
Index.

Indicator Group Applied concept
Individual Indicator

Change in annual temperature additional occurrence ofthe "1 in 20 years"
1. Additional hottest years hottest year of the control period

Change in annual precipitation additional occurrence of the "1 in 20 years"
2. Additional driest years driest and wettest year of the control period
3. Additional wettest years

Change in extreme temperature events additional occurrence of the "1 in 20 years"
4. Additional extremely warm JJA hottest JJA and DJF of the control period
5. Additional extremely warm DJF

Change in extreme precipitation events additional occurrence of the "1 in 20 years"
6. Additional extremely dry JJA driest JJA/DJF and wettest JJA/DJF of the

7. Additional extremely wet JJA control period
8. Additional extremely dry DJF
9. Additional extremely wet DJF
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The third and fourth indicator group describe changes of seasonal extreme events such as heat waves,

droughts, and extremely wet periods that may cause floods. These seasonal changes may have strong

impacts on crucial sectors such as agriculture, water, energy, and health. Investigated seasons were

boreal summer (JJA) and winter (DJF).

In the group "change in extreme temperature events", the additional occurrence of the "1 in 20 years"

hottest JJA and DJF was calculated, IH0TjJa and IH0Td]f In the category "extreme precipitation events",

four indicators were computed: the additional number of driest and wettest JJA, IDRY and IWETl]g, as

well as driest and wettest DJF, IDRYdJf and lWETd]S

2.2.2 Aggregation of selected climate indicators

Since all indicators represent the number of additional events in the scenario period and thus lie between

0 and 19, normalization of the scale was not necessary. For the aggregation, each indicator group

was assigned a total weight of one. Within the groups, weights were equally distributed among the

indicators.

The Climate Change Index was calculated as the weighted mean of the indicators. It can thus assume

values between 0 and 19. The square brackets in the following formula illustrate the indicator groups:

LCI - UHoryear + \iDRy + i-WEJ \year + \y-^^HOTuii + ">*HOT,!,/ J + |^0.5 \JDRr + 1WET )fffl +0.5 {1 DRy + 1WET )djf JJ 4

The CCI on a country basis is the mean of all grid values over the surface area of each country. In order

to get a finer resolution along country borders, each grid cell was divided into 16 subcells.

2.3 Results and Discussion

2.3.1 Individual climate indicators

Figure 1 shows the multi-model ensemble mean of the eight indicators over land describing temperature

and precipitation changes.

Annual mean temperature is predicted to change strongly. The hottest year in 20 years of the reference

period will be the norm for the majority of all regions over land (Figure la). The lowest calculated value

corresponds to 12 additional hottest years.

In this study, we also calculated additional coldest years. However, only a very small area in the North

Atlantic Ocean shows a future increase of coldest years. As over land no such effect was found, wc did

not include this indicator in the CCI.

Extreme seasonal temperature events also show a strong increase (Figure lc and d): hot seasons that

occurred once in 20 years in the reference period will occur 5.5 to 19 additional times in boreal summers
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Figure 1: Individual CCI-indicators. Each indicator is a multi model ensemble mean of the two IPCC SRES sce¬

narios A2 and B2. Changes refer to the control period 1961-1990 and the scenario period 2071-2100.
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and 2.4 to 19 additional times in boreal winters. Extremely warm DJF are expected most frequently in

tropical regions and high latitudes. Extremely warm JJA are predicted to become the standard in most

regions. For Europe, these results arc in agreement with those by Scherrcr et al. [2005] who used indica¬

tors depending on natural variability as well. Their results also show strongest temperature changes in

summer.

In contrast to temperature, changes in precipitation are less pronounced. Additional 1 in 20 wettest and

driest years, respectively, are summarized in Figure lb. Positive values indicate more wet events, nega¬

tive values denote more dry events. On global average, the climate is predicted to become wetter. The

strongest changes are projected in the tropics, subtropics and high latitudes. Projections show a general

drying in the tropics and subtropics but an increase in rainfall for Central Africa. In high latitudes, rain¬

fall will also notably increase.

Results for the extreme dry seasons indicators predict a drying in Central America, the Amazon, the

Mediterranean, Southern Africa and Australia (Figure le and f). Up to 9 additional extreme dry seasons

will occur. The expected change is slightly stronger in boreal summers than in boreal winters.

Additional extremely wet JJA and DJF are projected to occur mainly in Alaska, Greenland, Northern

Europe, Northern Asia, Central Africa, Tibet, and Antarctica (Figure lg and h). There will be up to 11

additional extremely wet seasons. In accordance with Tebaldi et al. [2004], additional extremely wet

DJF will increase more than additional wet JJA.

Giorgi and Bi [2005] analyzed regional precipitation and temperature changes for different 20-year

periods in the 21st century. They used a different GCM ensemble and other indicators. A qualitative

comparison shows that their results for rainfall changes are in agreement with our findings, except

for the Amazon where Giorgi & Bi found only a small precipitation change, and in Central Asia and

Southern South America where they found a decrease in precipitation,

2.3.2 Aggregated Climate Change Index

In Figure 2 we present the aggregated Climate Change Index. Map 2a shows the CCI on a grid basis. The

values are between 3.8 and 10.7 additional strong climate events, with most lying between 5 and 9. The

CCI indicates that climate will change most strongly relative to today's natural variability in the high

latitudes and the tropics. The effect in the high latitudes has been reported by many others [e.g., IPCC,

2001]. In the CCI, this effect results mainly from an increase in extremely wet years and seasons, but

also from an increase in annual temperatures. The high CCI-values in the tropics arc caused by precipi¬

tation changes but also seasonal temperature events. Although several authors have reported strong

tropical precipitation changes [e.g. Hegerl, et al., 2004; IPCC, 2001], this effect has not attracted much

attention until today. Concerning strong temperature changes, it has to be noted that in the tropics the

hot temperature indicator responds more strongly to absolute changes in mean than elsewhere, because
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Figure 2: The aggregated CCI in two versions: (a) on a grid basis, (b) on a country basis. The country value is the

mean of all grid values over the surface area of each country.

natural temperature variability is much smaller in the tropics than in higher latitudes [e.g. Räisänen,

2002].

In a recent study Giorgi [2006J presented a similar approach to calculate regional climate change hot-

spots. He uses an index to compare climate change between different regions that, in contrast to our

approach, is not relative to the natural variability. The Mediterranean and Northeastern Europe are iden¬

tified as the most prominent hot-spots. In our study, these regions have an average CCI-value. According

to both studies, climate will change strongly in high latitudes. The pronounced tropical changes predicted

by the CCI are not identified by Giorgi, except for Central America. These differences may be explained
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by the above mentioned differences in indicators as well as by differences in GCM selection, analyzed

time periods, weighting factors, and the level of aggregation.

Map 2b shows the average CCI for each country. The spatial aggregation of the data allows to compare

the CCI with socio-economic country indicators. The Human Development Index (HDI) which is calcu¬

lated on a country basis by the United Nations Development Programme is an index that is frequently

used as a first approximation for vulnerability of countries towards climate change. Most African and

some South East Asian countries have a low HDI and are therefore less capable to protect against and

adapt to climate change. According to the CCI, climate is expected to change more strongly relative to

today's natural variability in these more vulnerable countries than in many countries with a high HDI

and thus lower vulnerability, such as the United States, European states and Australia. This general

observation is supported by the correlation between the HDI and the CCI which is -0.25.

2.3.3 Robustness of the Climate Change Index

Zonal means of the CCI for all three GCMs were calculated, both over land and ocean, and over land

only. The patterns over land and ocean are similar for all three models, except in polar regions where

differences occur. Zonal means over land are less similar between the models but more consistent in

high latitudes. In both calculations strongest changes are visible in the tropics and the northern hemi¬

sphere polar region, while changes for the southern polar region are less pronounced. The similarity

between the GCMs may be an indication for the robustness of the CCI.

The CCI was also tested by applying different normalization methods and weighting factors to the

selected indicators. The main features ofthe results did not change, which confirms the robustness ofthe

index. CCI calculations with the individual IPCC SRES scenarios A2 and B2 also resulted in the same

general picture.

We also tested other indicators, most extensively relative mean change indicators. They relate absolute

mean changes to the standard deviation. We calculated the standardized change in mean temperature

and the Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) [McKee, et al., 1993]. A correlation analysis showed

that the Spearman rank-order correlation between the standardized change in mean temperature and the

IH0Tyiar is 0.82, the correlation between the SPI and the indicator of Figure lb (lWETymr -IDRYfear ) is 0.99.

This result shows that "1 in 20 years" indicators, applied to annual events, also stand for relative mean

change, which is not obvious at first glance.

To estimate the uncertainty of the „1 in 20 years" principle, a bootstrap analysis was conducted. On

average, for precipitation indicators, the 95% confidence interval is +3.1/-2.1 additional "1 in 20 years"

dry events, and +3.7A3.6 additional "1 in 20 years" wet events. For temperature indicators, the average

95% confidence interval is +0.3/-0.4 additional "1 in 20 years" hot events.
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2.3.4 Limitations and further development

Even though aggregated indices hold a high potential to convey simple messages and are appreciated

by their users, they are discussed controversially [e.g., Freudenberg, 2003; OECD, 2002]. They are

often criticized for not being transparent enough and thus potentially causing wrong interpretations

We address this weakness with a transparent communication of all steps and assumptions and by inter¬

preting the index and comparing it with existing scientific findings.

The inclusion of additional indicators describing storms or sea level rise, indicators that are based on

daily data, and indicators that describe a relevant decrease of extreme events such as extreme cold

events, could be part of a further development of the CCI. Also, the CCI could further be improved by

including other seasons and especially by enlarging the multi-model ensemble.

2.4 Summary and Conclusion

In this paper, we present a method to calculate a Climate Change Index (CCI). The CCI is a measure

for how strongly future climate will change relative to today's natural variability. It is the average of 9

individual temperature and precipitation indicators. Each of these can assume values between 0 and 19

that represent the additional future occurrence of the respective "1 in 20 years" extreme event today.

The aim of the CCI is to provide a simple and comprehensive concept for policy-makers. It has to be

noted that climate impacts - which might easily be confused with changes in the strength of climate

change - are not the subject of the index.

The presented CCI shows strongest expected climate change in the tropics and in high latitudes, espe¬

cially in the northern hemisphere.

For policy makers the CCI is calculated on a country basis, facilitating comparison with socio-economic

country indicators. A correlation with the Human Development Index suggests that in many less devel¬

oped - and thus more sensitive and less adaptable - countries climate is expected to change more

strongly than in more developed countries.
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Abstract

We present a method how to estimate and compare the cooperative behavior of countries within the

international climate change regime. Two indicators measure whether and how fast countries have

committed to the United Nations Framework on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the Kyoto Protocol

(KP). Three additional indicators quantify whether and how effectively measures have been imple¬

mented in line with these agreements. These three measures arc reporting, financial contributions, and

development of per capita C02 emissions in relation to the per capita gross domestic product of each

country. Results show that developed countries with emission targets under the KP ratified the protocol

more often and faster, submitted their report timelier, and paid their annual financial contributions to

the UNFCCC secretariat more regularly than the other countries. However, concerning C02 emissions,

developing countries are evaluated more positively than developed countries. The five indicators are

aggregated to a Cooperation Index that evaluates countries' cooperative behavior on a scale between 0

(= least cooperative) and 6 (= most cooperative). According to this Cooperation Index, the following

large countries are ranked after their level of cooperation in ascending order: United States ofAmerica,

Australia, Russia, Canada, Brazil, China, India, South Africa, and large European countries.

This paper is submitted to Environmental Science & Policy.
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3.1 Introduction

Climate change is regarded as one of the major environmental problems on a global scale (Stern, forth¬

coming 2007). Its impacts are on the increase and arc effecting the human and environmental system

more and more (e.g. IPCC, 2001). To solve this problem that does not stop at national borders coop¬

eration of countries within global climate change politics is a key aspect (e.g. Victor, 2006; von Stein,

2006).

Up to date, cooperative politics of states have resulted in two international treaties: The United Nations

Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), which has "the ultimate objective to achieve

stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous

anthropogenic interference with the climate system" (United Nations, 1992, Article 2) and the Kyoto

Protocol that defines concrete emission goals for developed countries, which are among the largest

emitters worldwide. Currently, the international community of states is struggling to design an effective,

long-term, legally-binding agreement for the time after the Kyoto Protocol commitment period that ends

in 2012. The difficulty is that the further-reaching the requirements of an agreement are, the smaller

is the propensity of states to ratify and comply with it (Downs et al., 1996). Or in other words: the

effectiveness of an international agreement is limited by the commitment level of the agreement's least

interested party (Victor, 2006, p. 90). In this context, different studies have investigated how to increase

participation and compliance of countries in international climate change agreements (e.g. Barrett and

Stavins, 2003; Pfeiffer and Nowak, 2006; Viguier, 2004).

The aim of the present study is to understand which countries behave more and which less cooperatively

within the framework of the UNFCCC. For this purpose, we have developed a method that allows to

rank countries according to their cooperative behavior. Our approach is based on different indicators that

arc - in a further step - aggregated to a Cooperation Index. To gain a global overview, it was intended to

develop indicators that cover as many states worldwide as possible. The indicators and the aggregated

index are calculated for the present-day climate change regime, i.e. the time-period between 1990 and

2005. The individual indicators measure whether and how fast countries have committed to common

goals (=policy output), and whether and how effectively measures have been implemented to fulfill

these agreements (=policy outcomes). The aggregation of these indicators is a measure for countries'

cooperation. To date, to our knowledge, no according methodological instrument exists. In most current

studies, countries' behavior or performance within the climate change regime is measured by means of

policy output indicators only (e.g. Fredriksson and Gaston, 2000; Kiinkel et al., 2006; von Stein, 2006),

and not as a combination of policy output and policy outcome. We argue that the combination of both

aspects allows a more substantive assessment of countries' behavior.

The results of the presented method help to gain an overview of countries' position and, thus, to better

understand the current climate change regime. In addition, the aggregated Cooperation Index complies
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with the need of policy makers for quantitative, integrative indices that constitute a possible interpreta¬

tion ofcomplex and broad data (Esty et al., 2006; OECD, 2002). The individual indicators and the index

may also be used as a tool for communication, analysis or policy as well as a mean to determine changes

in cooperative behavior in the future.

In future research, we aim to analyze different factors that may influence the cooperative behavior of

countries. This may contribute to understanding which factors could strengthen a sustainable manage¬

ment of the global atmosphere.

In the next chapter, the term 'cooperative behavior' of countries within the international climate regime

is defined. In chapter 3, the method is presented, i.e. the different policy output and policy outcome indi¬

cators that evaluate countries according to their behavior within the climate change regime. Furthermore,

the aggregation to the Cooperation Index is described. Finally, in chapter 4, results are presented and

discussed concerning their sensitivity, validity, and limitations. Conclusions are drawn in chapter 5.

3.2 Cooperative Countries

What makes the difference between cooperative and non-cooperative countries? Keohane's (1984, p.

52) definition of cooperation serves as a starting point: Intergovernmental cooperation takes place when

the policies actually followed by one government are regarded by its partners as facilitating realization

of their own objectives, as the result of a process of policy coordination.

Applied to the field of climate change, Keohane's definition means that active climate protection of a

state - as a result of international climate negotiations - is a cooperative behavior as it facilitates the real¬

ization of the UNFCCC objectives that are also the objectives of all states that ratified the Convention.

From this definition it can be derived that first, the international community of states must negotiate

common climate objectives that then allow to assess whether the policy actually implemented by a state

facilitates the realization of these common objectives. In other words, cooperation requires common

goals of the international community of states as well as the implementation of these common goals by

adequate measures of each single state. Based on this interpretation, cooperation for the present study

is defined as follows:

„Cooperative countries are countries that commit to common goals within the framework ofthe UNFCCC

and implement measures in line with those agreements."

According to this definition, cooperative countries have to fulfill both conditions: they must 'commit to

common goals' and 'implement these goals by means of adequate measures'. The degree of realization

for both conditions is measured by the various indicators.
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3.3 Method

Five indicators were developed to estimate countries behavior within the climate change regime according

to the above definition. The two policy output indicators quantify the requirement "commitment to

common goals" by analyzing the two existing international agreements, the UNFCCC and the Kyoto

Protocol. Three policy outcome indicators quantify the requirement "implementation of measures".

They measure three important activities: reporting, payment of financial contributions, and mitigation

of C02 emissions. The aggregation of these five indicators results in the Cooperation Index.

All indicators measure effective behavior of countries in a quantitative manner. They assess whether

a country has ratified a treaty or implemented a measure (^willingness) and how fast this was done

(^promptness). Different degrees of implementation are expressed on a scale between 0 and 1, where

0 means least cooperative and 1 stands for most cooperative. The unit of analysis are states and the

analyzed time frame is between 1990 and 2005. 1990 is the base year for emission calculations within

the UNFCCC. Since the aim of the study is to define global indicators, only indicators are included that

can be calculated for the vast majority of all countries worldwide. The individual indicators and their

aggregation are presented as follows (summary see Table 1).

Table 1: Description of the indicators and their scales.

Individual Indicator Scale

UNFCCC Indicator Iv
The indicator is composed of two equally weighted parts:
1. Has the country ratified the UNFCCC?

2. How fast has the country ratified the UNFCCC?

hottest years

Kyoto-Protocol Indicator J

The indicator is composed oftwo equally weighted parts:
1. Has the country ratified the Kyoto-Protocol?
2. How fast has the country ratified the Kyoto-Protocol?

Reporting Indicator IR
The indicator is composed oftwo equally weighted parts:
1. Has the country submitted the latest NC report?
2. Has the country submitted its latest required NC report in time?

Finance Indicator If
How often has the country made its financial contributions to the

UNFCCC secretariat in time between 1996 and 2005?

Emission Indicator IE
The indicator is composed oftwo parts:
1. On what level are the 1990 per capita C02 emissions in relation

to the per capita GDP?
2. How have the country's per capita C02 emissions developed in

relation to the per capita GDP between 1990 and 2002?

yes/no
declining scale from 1992 through 1997

yes/no
declining scale from 1998 through 2005

yes/no
declining scale until a delay of 6 month

(AI) and 3 years (NAI) respectively

linear scale according to the number of

contributions in time

assessment of the level and trend

compared to the Environmental Kuznets

Curve of the EU 13-countries
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3.3.1 UNFCCC Indicator Iv

This first indicator concerns the ratification of the UNFCCC. The UNFCCC was adopted at the UN

Conference on Environment and Development in Rio in June 1992 and is mainly a declaration of

intent for climate protection. The status of ratification for the Convention is available on the UNFCCC

website1.

The UNFCCC Indicator consists of the two parts willingness and promptness that are equally weighted.

Thus, each part covers the range from 0 to 0.5 points. The willingness part records whether a country

ratified the Convention by the end of 2005 (0.5 points) or not (0 points). The promptness part measures

how fast a country ratified the Convention, Fast ratification contributed to a fast entry into force of

the Convention that required the ratification by at least 50 states. For the ratification on July 1st 1992,

countries were assigned a score of 0.5. A ratification at a later date yielded fewer points on a declining

scale (in monthly steps) until the end of 1997. In December 1997, the Kyoto-Conference took place.

Countries that ratified the UNFCCC in 1998 or later were received 0 points for promptness.

Six countries gained their independence only in 1992 or later (Bosnia & Herzegovina, Czech Republic,

Eritrea, Palau, Serbia & Montenegro, and Slovakia). These countries were assigned the maximum 0.5

points for ratification within one year of independence, with a declining scale until the end of 1997.

3.3.2 Kyoto Protocol Indicator 1^

The structure of the Kyoto Protocol (KP) Indicator is the same as that of the UNFCCC Indicator. The

KP was adopted at the Third Conference of the Parties of the UNFCCC that took place in Kyoto in

December 1997. The Annex B of the KP lists 38 industrialized countries and countries in transition with

their quantified emission limitation or reduction commitments. The status of ratification for the KP is

available on the UNFCCC website2.

The KP Indicator consists of a willingness and a promptness part. In the willingness part, countries were

assigned 0.5 points for ratifying the KP until the end of 2005, and 0 points for not doing so. The prompt¬

ness part measures how fast countries ratified the KP. The KP entered into force only after 55 parties

had ratified it and at least 55% of the 1990 C02 emissions of UNFCCC Annex I countries3 were under

ratification. Countries that ratified the treaty in April 1998 (the first possible date) received the maximum

of 0.5 points. From there, points were assigned on a declining scale until the end of 2005.

1

http;//unfccc.int/essential_background/convention/status_of_ratification/items/2631 .php
2

http://unfccc.int/essential_background/kyoto_protocol/status_of_ratification/items/2613.php
3 The Annex I of the UNFCCC includes the industrialized countries that were members of the OECD (Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development) in 1992, plus countries with economies in transition (the EIT Parties), including
the Russian Federation, the Baltic States, and several Central and Eastern European States.

Non-Annex I Parties are mostly developing countries.
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3.3.3 Reporting Indicator 1R

Regular reporting by parties makes up the backbone ofthe climate change regime (Yamin and Depledge,

2004, p. 327). According to the Convention, each country has to report regularly in the National

Communication (NC) about the development of its anthropogenic emissions and the national steps taken

or envisaged for climate protection (Article 12.1). The deadlines for the submission of the NC differ for

Annex I (AI) and Non-Annex I (NAI) countries4. By the end of 2005, AI countries had to submit three

reports, whereas the deadline for the third NC was 30 November 2001. NAI countries had to submit only

their first NC. The submission deadline is set at three years after the entry into force of the Convention

for the party in question, but can be postponed in the case of limited financial resources. An exception

is made for least developed countries (LDC) that may submit their NC at their own discretion. All NAI

countries are eligible for funding in order to write their reports, LDC are especially favored.

The Reporting Indicator measures whether and how fast a country has submitted its latest NC. The

two parts were equally weighted. In the first part countries were assigned a score of 0.5 points if they

submitted their last required NC before December 2005. Other countries were assigned 0 points. The

second part of the indicator measures when the latest NC was submitted compared to its deadline.

The assessment is different for AI and NAI countries. For a submission on time, a score of 0.5 points

was assigned. For AI countries, the score declined with increasing retardation down to 0 for a delayed

submission of six months or more. The time period of six months was chosen as AI countries were given

six months to submit their first NC after the UNFCCC entered into force for them. For NAI countries

the score declined to 0 for a delayed submission of 36 months, which also corresponds to the time period

NAI countries were given to submit their first NC. For LDCs, the same rules as for NAI countries were

applied.

3.3.4 Finance Indicator I„

The Finance Indicator evaluates the countries' annual financial contributions to the core budget of the

UNFCCC. Without the core budget, the UNFCCC secretariat could not operate and keep the negotiation

process going. The core budget is apportioned to the parties on the basis of their gross national products

(United Nations, 2001).

According to the Finance Indicator, an annual financial contribution is made 'if a party has paid all

owed amounts up to the present year and at least 50 per cent of the amount of the present year'. In

this criterion, willingness and promptness are summarized. It is assessed by means of the "Status of

Contributions" reports that are published once to three times a year by the UNFCCC secretariat5 and list

all parties that fulfill the criterion. 17 reports were evaluated according to this criterion, one report per

year for 1996-1998 and two reports per year for 1999-2005. Countries were assigned a score from 1, if

4

http://unfccc.int/national_reports/itcms/1408.php
5
http://unfccc.int/docuiTientation/documents/advanced_search/items/3594.php?such=j&keywords;=%22budget+

contributions%22#beg
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all contributions were paid in time, on a linear scale to 0, if no contribution was paid. If a party ratified

the UNFCCC after 1996, only the relevant reports were considered.

3.3.5 Emission Indicator /r
iL

The ultimate objective of the UNFCCC is to stabilize 'greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere

at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system' (Article

2). 'Parties should protect the climate system ...
in accordance with their common but differentiated

responsibilities and respective capabilities' (Article 3). The two articles are not explicit as they do not

state which parties have to reduce their emissions to what extent. In contrast, the Kyoto Protocol defines

specific emission limitation and reduction goals, but only for the 38 Annex B countries. However, we

aim to evaluate as many countries worldwide as possible. Thus, we developed an Emission Indicator

that assesses the level and trend of each country's per capita C02 emissions depending on the per

capita gross domestic product (GDP) (exact mechanism see below). The Emission Indicator is the only

indicator of this study that does not measure a concrete action, but rather a result of a country's policy.

Willingness and promptness arc not measured separately, but both aspects are included.

The basic idea of the Emission Indicator is that per capita C02 emissions are allowed to develop differ¬

ently depending on the economic situation ofa country. A developing country should have the possibility

to increase its per capita emissions during economic growth. In contrast, a developed country should

have the responsibility to invest in cleaner, more efficient technology and renewable energies, and thus,

stabilize and reduce its per capita emissions. To assess countries in this sense, the per capita C02 emis¬

sion level and trend of each country was evaluated by an Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC). An

EKC describes the relationship between economic development and the quantity of an environmental

pollutant: The concentration of several air and water pollutants increases with increasing economic

development. But from a certain point, even though income and level of consumption still rises, it has

been observed that the emission of pollution decreases and environmental quality improves. This rela¬

tion has the form of an inverted U-shape.

In the present study, an EKC of 13 European Union (EU 13) countries6 was created that relates yearly

GDP per capita and C02 emissions per capita (Figure la). Each point represents the EU13-average

of one year between 1870 and 2002. The EKC-fit is a cubic polynomial function, which is one of the

standard functions in the EKC literature (see e.g. Agras and Chapman, 1999; Galeotti and Lanza, 2005).

The fit is good between the zero point and the last EU13-point (highest GDP per capita level). For the

judgment of higher GDP per capita values, the curve is linearly prolonged from the last data point with

the corresponding gradient.

6 The 13 countries correspond to the EU-15 without Luxembourg and Ireland, as for these two countries no complete
dataset exists. The remaining 13 EU countries are: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Italy,
Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom.
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Figure 1: Calculation of the Environmental Kuznets Curve and the two subindicators of the Emission Indicator.

This EU13-EKC serves as a benchmark by which all countries' per capita C02 emission levels and

trends are assessed. Naturally, an EKC based on data of all countries worldwide would have been ideal.

However, historical data for a longitudinal section were not available globally. A cross section of one

or a few years resulted in a scatter plot and not in a U-shaped curve because of very different emission-

levels. From among the developed countries for which historical data are available, we decided to use

EU data as a benchmark. The main reason was that the curves of other developed countries are even on

a higher level than the one of the EU.

The EU13-curve is not seen as an ideal, but as a meaningful benchmark by which to compare. The

current economic development of two third of all countries worldwide lies within the boundaries set by

the economic development of the EU13 between 1870 and 2002 (that lies between 1'965 and 19'572

$ 1990 per capita). Thus, only one third of all countries had to be covered by the extrapolation of the

curve.

For the calculation of the Level Indicator (sec Figure lb), the mean per capita C02 emission level of

1990-1992 (L) was related to the corresponding level on the EKC (C). The formula to calculate the

Level Indicator is IL - ((C-L)/C) + 0.5
,
valid for the interval IL = [0;l]. If IL > 0.5, the country's

level is below the EKC and thus the country is assessed to behave cooperatively. If IL < 0.5, the country's

level is above the EKC and it behaves less cooperatively. IL = 0.5 denotes a level on the EKC equal to

the EU-13. Countries were rated within the bandwidth of±50% ofthe EKC. Alevel above the 50%» band

denotes 0 points, a level below the band denotes 1 point.
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To calculate the Trend Indicator, the development ofeach country between 1990 and 2002 was compared

to the corresponding development on the EKC. Mean GDP per capita and mean C02 emissions per capita

for the 1990-1992 and 2000-2002 periods were calculated for each country (see Figure lc). Change in

C02 emissions corresponds to the value A. K is the corresponding change in C02 emissions on the

EKC. The first approximation of the Trend Indicator It is It=(K-A)/ \K\, If It > 0, the country's

trend outdoes the EKC trend and the country behaves cooperatively in the sense of the UNFCCC. If It

< 0, the country's trend is worse than the EKC trend, its behavior is less cooperative. It = 0 denote an

equal trend of country and EKC. As It values arc between ±co, they were standardized to a scale from

0 through l7.

For the composite Emission Indicator, the Trend Indicator is weighted double compared to the Level

Indicator. The Trend Indicator is judged to be more important than the Level Indicator as it is a measure

for the current climate policy of the country.

Calculation with per capita emissions makes the Emission Indicator independent of population growth,

migration etc. It has to be borne in mind, however, that if a country is positively assessed according to

the Emission Indicator no conclusion can be drawn concerning overall C02 emissions.

C02 data for the indicator calculation were obtained from the World Resources Institute (WRI, 2003).

This dataset includes C02 emissions from fossil fuel burning and cement manufacturing between 1850

and 2002s. GDP data arc taken from the Historical Statistics of Angus Maddison (Maddison, 2002;

Maddison, 2006a; Maddison, 2006b)9. Data are provided in constant prices (1990 US$), aggregated

by the Geary-Khamis method (ICP, 2006). Population data arc taken from the World Bank (The World

Bank, 2006), missing population data were completed with data from Maddison (2006b).

3.3.6 Aggregation of the individual indicators

For the aggregation of the indicators to the Cooperation Index, the conservative assumption was

made that each individual indicator has equal weight, with one exception. The Emission Indicator

was seen as the most important of all as it requires larger efforts to change or implement a climate

policy than to write a NC report, pay financial contributions or ratify an agreement. Furthermore,

the stabilization of the greenhouse gas emissions is the ultimate objective of the UNFCCC. Thus,

the Emission Indicator was double weighted. The formula for the presented Cooperation Index is:

Cooperationlndex = Iv +1^ + IR + IF + 2 *
IE

7 For the standardization the following formula is used IT = X (2 / 7t )arctan(/( ) +1 .

8 All countries are included in the WRJ data except Andorra, Liechtenstein, Marshall Island, Micronesia, Somalia, East Timor,
Vatican City, and Tuvalu. Data for Andorra, Micronesia and Somalia are taken from Van Aardennc et al. (2001 ), those for

Liechtenstein from Heldstab et al. (2006). For the other countries, no data are available.
9 The dataset does not provide values for each year and country. However, required data for the EKC (EU 13 from 1870-2002)
and for the Emission Indicator calculations were available, except for Nauru, East Timor, Tuvalu, and Vatican City.
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A look back to the definition of cooperation (Chapter 2.2.) shows that a country has to fulfill two condi¬

tions to behave cooperatively: first, it has to commit to common goals and second, it also has to imple¬

ment measures in line with those agreements. The first condition is covered by the UNFCCC and the

Kyoto Protocol Indicators (two weights), the second by the Finance, Reporting, and Emission Indicators

(four weights). This weighting proportion reflects our beliefthat the ratification ofan agreement is easier

than the implementation of measures.

3.4 Results and Discussion

3.4.1 Individual cooperation indicators

Figure 2 presents the five individual indicators that describe different aspects of cooperation. In the

Appendix, values for each indicator and country are listed. The correlation coefficient between the indi¬

vidual indicators is always low (all coefficients <= ±0.4).

UNFCCCIndicator

Only very few countries did not ratify the UNFCCC by the end of 2005 (see the red countries in Figure

2a: Andorra, Brunei, Iraq, Somalia, East Timor, and Vatican City). Few countries ratified the Convention

after the Kyoto-Conference in December 1997 (yellow), the majority did so earlier (blue). The faster

a country ratified the Convention, the darker the blue in the map. The group of the fastest countries to

ratify (until July 1993) includes several large countries such as the United States, Australia, Canada, and

China.

Kyoto Protocol Indicator

26 countries did not ratify the KP until the end of2005 (Figure 2b). Four of them are Annex B countries

with emission targets: the United States and Australia, which were among the fastest in ratifying the

Convention, Monaco that ratified the Protocol in 2006, and Croatia. The group ofthe 15 fastest countries

(ratification between April 1998 and September 1999) contains 10 small island states. This may be an

indication for the proactive role small island states took at the time the Kyoto Protocol was developed

(Yamin and Depledge, 2004).

An analysis between the Annex B countries with emission goals and non-Annex B countries showed

that Annex B countries ratified the KP more often and faster (average score of 0.64) than non-Annex B

countries (average score of 0.56).

Reporting Indicator

22 UNFCCC parties did not submit any National Communication by the end of 2005 (red in Figure 2c)

and, in addition, 80 parties submitted their NC with a considerable delay (yellow). At the other end of
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Figure 2 Five indicators that estimate whether and how fast countnes have committed to the two climate change
agreements (UNFCCC and Kyoto Protocol) and whether and how effectively measures have been implemented in

line with these agreements (reporting, financing, mitigation of emissions)

the scale, 13 AI and five NAI countnes have reported within the UNFCCC deadline On average, AI

countnes achieved a score of 0 68, NAI countries of 0.50. Bearing in mind that financial contnbutions

are paid to all NAI countnes for reporting and that for AI countries financing should not be a limiting

factor, the strong delay rate may indicate low pnonty of the reporting requirement This could impair the
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work of the UNFCCC, as information provided by the NC reports are an important source for reviewing

compliance with commitments.

Finance Indicator

Most AI and Southern African countries and some Asian countries paid their contributions to the core

budget regularly (Figure 2d). There are five countries that made their contributions in at least 80% of

all cases, although they did not ratify the KP (Australia, Monaco, Singapore, St. Kitts & Nevis, and the

United States). In contrast, numerous NAI countries and LDC did not pay their contributions regularly,

although the amounts to be paid were relatively low. While discussing and interpreting the Finance

Indicator, it has to be kept in mind that the core budget covers only a small portion of the total budget

that includes other funds such as the special climate change fund, the least developed countries fund,

and the adaptation fund. However, contributions to these funds arc voluntary and provided only by

Annex II10 parties. Moreover, there arc no data currently available about countries' contributions to these

funds.

Emission Indicator

The Emission Indicator estimates level and trend of GDP-dependent C02 emissions per capita in

comparison to the Environmental Kuznets Curve based on data of 13 EU countries (Figure 2e). The

better a country is assessed in comparison to the EKC, the darker the blue of its coloring in the map.

39 states are in the category of the best assessed countries (score > 0.8), whereof 21 are LDCs, two

OPEC" states (Nigeria and Algeria), and two AI countries (Lithuania and Latvia). Among the 16 lowest

assessed countries (score <= 0.2) there are five OPEC states (Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Libia, and

Iraq) and five Al countries (Australia, Canada, United States, Belgium, and Finland), but no LDC. This

analysis shows that many poorer countries are emitting much less C02 emissions per capita than the EU

countries did at the same GDP levels. One reason for this development could be that new technologies

transferred to developing countries allow them a cleaner production than was possible for the EU13 in

the 19th century. A second reason could be that the 13 European countries in the 19th century were more

dependent on (heavy) industry than developing countries are today. The countries of the EU25, which

sought to position themselves as an 'environmental leader' in the climate change regime (Yamin and

Depledge, 2004, p. 43), scored an average of 0.51 and varied strongly between countries with estimates

lying between 0.18 (Belgium, Finland) and 0.93 (Latvia). The rest of the AI countries scored an average

of 0.44, all NAI an average of 0.62.

10 Annex II parties of the UNFCCC consist of the OECD members ofAnnex I, but not the economies in transition parties.
They are required to provide financial resources to enable developing countries to undertake emissions reduction activities
under the Convention and to help them adapt to adverse effects of climate change.
11 Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries
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Figure 3: The aggregated Cooperation Index.

3.4.2 Cooperation Index

In Figure 3, the aggregated Cooperation Index is presented. The index values for 188 countries12 are

listed in Appendix A.

The map shows all countries on a scale from 0 = least cooperative to 6 = most cooperative. According

to the index, the most cooperative country is Latvia (5.3), followed by Micronesia (5.2), Slovakia (5.0),

andAntigua & Barbuda (5.0). All these states joined both agreements relatively quickly, reported in time

(except for Antigua & Barbuda), made their financial contributions regularly and received a relatively

high score for the Emission Indicator. Assessed to be least cooperative (< 1 point) are those countries

that ratified neither the UNFCCC nor the Kyoto Protocol (Iraq, Brunei, Andorra, and Somalia) and two

countries that ratified the UNFCCC, but not the KP (Libya and Surinam). According to our definition of

cooperation, countries do not behave cooperatively if they did not ratify any of the agreements.

The big players of the climate negotiations are ranked in the following order: United States ofAmerica

(2.5), Australia (2.5), Russia (3.5), Canada (3.5), Brazil (3.5), China (3.8), India (3.8), South Africa

(4.1), Poland (4.2), France (4.2), Hungary (4.3), Germany (4.4), United Kingdom (4.4).

12 No indicator values are listed for countnes with a currently unclear legal status. These are Gaza Strip, Paraccl Island,
Spratly Island, West Bank, and Western Sahara In addition, the Cooperation Index is not calculated for countnes without
Emission Indicator (because of lack of data). These are Marshall Island, Nauru, East Timor, Tuvalu, and Vatican City
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3.4.3 Sensitivity and validation of the composite Cooperation Index

In this study, sensitivity relevant domains are the selection of indicators, as well as their weighting and

aggregation.

The selection of indicators is based on the definition of cooperation (see Chapter 2.2). The require¬

ment 'commitment to common goals' (policy output) is assessed by the UNFCCC Indicator and the

Kyoto Protocol Indicator. Since no other agreement exists today, this requirement is covered compre¬

hensively. The requirement 'implementation ofmeasures' (policy outcome) is assessed by the indicators

concerning reporting, financing, and emissions. Can additional indicators also measure implementation?

UNFCCC Article 4 describes commitments for countries such as research, education and public aware¬

ness; technology and capacity building; adaptation measures etc. Countries report on these commitments

in their NC. However, as not all countries have reported about their activities yet, and not all reports are

complete, a global data basis does not exist. Furthermore, it would be difficult and questionable to assess

countries' implementation activities solely on the basis of their own qualitative description.

Concerning the weighting and aggregation of the indicators, we tested different aggregation concepts:

Equal weighting of all indicators; equal weighting of all subindicators; equal weighting of all indica¬

tors except for the Emission Indicator with a triple weight; equal weighting of all indicators except

the Emission Indicator with a triple weight and the Reporting Indicator with a double weight; and

weights according to a Principal Component Analysis. Two different weightings were extracted from the

Principal Component Analysis. The first weighting was according the communalities after extraction (/y

0.65, Ixp 0.55, IR 0.49, IF 0.68, IE 0.78). The second weighting was according to the two factors derived.

Factor 1 includes the four indicators that are directly linked to the UNFCCC (7^0.80, 7^,0.70,1R 0.70, If.

0.57). Factor 2 is composed ofthe Emission Indicator only (7£0.85). Both factors were equally weighted.

The correlation coefficient between these different aggregations and the presented Cooperation Index is

always very high (> 0.96), which is an indication for the robustness of the Cooperation Index.

A validation of the Cooperation Index with a comparable index is not possible as to our knowledge no

such index exists. However, a comparison is possible with a survey regarding countries' cooperative-

ness that was conducted with four climate change negotiation experts from different organizations13.

The experts had to assess two statements on cooperation on a scale from 1 to 5. The first statement was:

'The party stresses the need to contribute to a strong common agreement'. According to our definition of

cooperation, this statement describes the condition 'commitment to common goals'. The second state¬

ment 'The party keeps its word and fulfills its obligation' is a measure for the condition 'implementation

of measures'. 33 countries were assessed14.

n WWF Russia, Greenpeace Australia, CAN (Climate Action Network) South East Europe, UBA (Federal Environmental

Agency) Germany
14 Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, Croatia, Denmark, France, Germany, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iran,
Italy, Japan, Kazakhstan, Kuwait, Malaysia, Marshall Island, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Russia,
Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Switzerland, Tuvalu, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, United States.
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Additionally, the experts had to estimate the confidence of their country assessments on a scale between

1 and 4. This allowed to weight the country assessments before summing them up. For the 33 countries,

the correlation between the expert ranking and the Cooperation Index is 0.76, which is high and gives

confidence in the Cooperation Index.

3.4.4 Limitations

The Cooperation Index is a possible first approach to compare countries' cooperative behavior relative

to each other. Even though aggregated indices hold a high potential to convey simple messages and are

appreciated by their users, they are discussed controversially. They are often criticized for not being trans¬

parent enough and thus potentially causing wrong interpretations (Freudenberg, 2003; OECD, 2002).

We address this potential weakness with a transparent communication of all steps and assumptions.

In the time period between 1990 and 2005, the political situation in a country may change. Thus, indi¬

cators should ideally be calculated for shorter time periods. However, because of lack of further data,

the time period was not divided into sub-periods. The estimate of the individual indicators and the

Cooperation Index for several time periods could be the aim of further research. This would allow an

estimation of the evolution of cooperative behavior.

The most challenging indicator - due to various assumptions - is the Emission Indicator. The selection

of the EU13-EKC may raise questions. An alternative could be to calculate different EKCs for different

country groups. This would allow countries in one group higher per capita C02 emissions than countries

in another group by a given GDP. We decided, however, that all countries worldwide should have the

same development possibilities, leading to a "one-EKC-solution".

Another limitation are greenhouse gas data. Other greenhouse gases than C02 were not included because

these data do not exist globally. It has to be kept in mind that the C02 share of all greenhouse gases is

81% for developed countries, 74% for developing countries and 67% for LDCs (Baumert et al., 2005).

This means that if other greenhouse gases were included then the overall GHG emission levels would

be higher for developing countries. Used C02 data cover emissions from fossil fuel burning and cement

manufacturing, however no emissions from land use change and forestry (LUCF). As even current data

for the LUCF sector are afflicted with high uncertainties, the extrapolation to a historical dataset would

be very imprecise. For developed countries, lack of LUCF data is not a problem as the share of LUCF

emissions is negligible. In developing countries however, LUCF causes 33% ofC02 emissions, in LDC

even 62% (Baumert et al., 2005). The problem should be lessened, however, as developing countries and

LDCs are compared to European countries in the 19th and beginning of the 20th century, a time period

where European LUCF sector and agriculture may be comparable to those of developing countries and

LDCs today. Nevertheless, a LUCF indicator could improve the analysis and could be the aim of further

research.
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A last limitation is that embodied energy is not included in the applied C02 data. At the moment no such

data are available. For the Emission Indicator this means that export countries are assessed too nega¬

tively, import countries too positively.

3.5 Summary and Conclusion

In this paper, five indicators and their aggregation to a Cooperation Index are presented that estimates

how cooperatively countries behave within the international climate change regime between 1990 and

2005. The indicators as well as the index evaluate countries relative to each other. They are presented in

global maps and are helpful to gain a quick overview of the current political situation.

The presented indicators measure policy outputs, i.e. commitment to climate change agreements, as

well as policy outcomes, i.e. implementation of measures in line with these agreements. Many other

studies focus solely on policy output when measuring countries' behavior which is a less substantive.

The two policy output indicators show that countries' commitment to the UNFCCC was prompter and

- in terms ofnumbers - more comprehensive than to the Kyoto Protocol. Remarkably, on average, Annex

B countries with emission targets ratified the KP more often and faster than non-Annex B countries.

The three policy outcome indicators assess whether countries have implemented measures to fulfill

the ratified agreements. Reporting is a commitment many countries do not comply with or only with

considerable delay. Annual financial contributions are paid - on average - more frequently by developed

countries than by developing countries. The Emission Indicator assesses GDP-dependent development

of C02 emissions. Here, many developing countries are evaluated more positive than many developed

countries.

According to the composite Cooperation Index, the level of cooperation of large countries is ranked

in the following ascending order: United States of America, Australia, Russia, Canada, Brazil, China,

India, South Africa, and large European countries. A comparison with an expert inquiry has shown that

climate change negotiation experts rank the cooperative behavior of selected countries similar to the

Cooperation Index.

Future research will compare the influence of different factors on the cooperative behavior of countries.

This research aims to contribute to a better understanding of how the international community of states

could regulate the use of the common good 'atmosphere' in a sustainable manner.
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Appendix

UNPCCC Kyoto Prot. Reporting Finance Emission Cooperation

Country Indicator Indicator Indicator Indicator Indicator Index

Afghanistan 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.93 2.35

Albania 0.79 0.55 0.50 0.47 0.85 4.01

Algeria 0.91 0.56 0.50 0.06 0.84 3.72

Andorra 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.48 0.95

Angola 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.64 0.33 1.80

Antigua & Barbuda 0.95 0.96 0.50 1.00 0.81 5.02

Argentina 0.85 0,77 0.98 0.12 0.84 4.39

Armenia 0.92 0.67 0.73 0.06 0.95 4.29

Australia 0.95 0,00 0.50 0.94 0.07 2.54

Austria 0.85 0.73 1.00 0.53 0.31 3.73

Azerbaijan 0.74 0.84 0.70 0.12 0.52 3.44

Bahrain 0.77 0.00 0.50 0.24 0.14 1,79

Bangladesh 0.84 0.77 0.50 0.00 0.79 3,68

Barbados 0.84 0.85 0.50 0.29 0.67 3.82

Belarus 0.50 0.52 0.50 0.45 0.67 3.31

Belgium 0.68 0.73 0.59 0.12 0.18 2.47

Belize 0.79 0,65 0.50 0.53 0.82 4,09

Benin 0.82 0.75 0.50 0.59 0.73 4,12

Bhutan 0,71 0.72 0.67 1.00 0.62 4.34

Bolivia 0.79 0.89 0.52 0.00 0.67 3.55

Bosnia & Herzegovina 0.50 0,00 0.00 0.20 0.67 2.03

Botswana 0.86 0.65 0.50 0.82 0,77 4.37

Brazil 0.85 0.72 0.50 0,06 0.71 3.54

Brunei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.30

Bulgaria 0,74 0.72 0.50 0.47 0.75 3.93

Burkina Faso 0.89 0.55 0.50 0.18 0.84 3.80

Burundi 0,59 0.77 0.73 0.00 0.50 3.09

Cambodia 0.68 0.72 0.50 0.00 0.83 3.57

Cameroon 0.79 0,72 0.50 0.00 0.35 2.70

Canada 0.96 0.70 0.78 0.94 0.07 3.52

Cape Verde 0.75 0.00 0.60 0.00 0.83 3.01

Central African Republic 0.76 0.00 0.50 0.06 0,49 2.30

Chad 0,82 0.00 0.50 0,06 0.83 3.05

Chile 0.77 0.72 0.69 0.18 0.73 3.81

China 0.95 0.72 0.50 0.24 0.71 3.82

Colombia 0.75 0.76 0.50 0.18 0.86 3.92

Comoros 0.79 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.49 2.27

Congo 0.61 0,00 0.70 0.00 0.42 2.16

Congo, DRC 0.77 0.55 0.56 0.06 0.52 2.98

Costa Rica 0.80 0.72 0.50 0.18 0,81 3.82

Cote d'Ivoire 0.78 0.00 0,51 0.00 0.39 2.06

Croatia 0.66 0.00 0,81 0.65 0.56 3.24

Cuba 0.86 0.74 0.50 0.24 0.32 2.97

Cyprus 0.52 0.92 0.00 0.13 0.29 2.15

Czech Republic 1.00 0.77 0.92 0,88 0.62 4.82

Denmark 0.87 0.73 0.50 1.00 0.48 4.06

Djibouti 0.71 0.75 0.50 0.18 0.53 3.20

Dominica 0.91 0.56 0.50 0.00 0.81 3.59

Dominican Republic 0.50 0.75 0.76 0,08 0.73 3.55

Ecuador 0.94 0.88 0.50 0.29 0.45 3.53

Egypt 0.78 0.56 0.77 0.12 0.79 3.80

El Salvador 0.69 0.96 0.82 0.29 0.76 4.27

Equatorial Guinea 0.50 0.85 0.00 0,10 0.76 2.96

Eritrea 0.92 0.53 0.50 0.94 0.82 4.53

Estonia 0.81 0.71 1.00 0.71 0.65 4.53

Ethiopia 0.84 0.55 0.50 0.53 0.82 4.05

Fiji 0.94 0.97 0.00 0.47 0.83 4.04

Finland 0,83 0.73 1.00 0.88 0.18 3.81

France 0.84 0.73 1.00 0.71 0.48 4.24

Gabon 0.50 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.63 2.25

Gaza Strip n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s, n.s. n.s.

Georgia 0.81 0.92 0.70 0.00 0.70 3.83

Germany 0.87 0.73 0.50 1.00 0.62 4.35

Ghana 0.71 0.67 0.60 0.06 0.76 3.56

Greece 0.81 0.73 0.50 0.12 0.29 2.75
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Country Indicator Indicator Indicator Indicator Indicator Index

Grenada 0.81 0.72 0.50 0.18 0.65 3.51

Guatemala 0.69 0.90 0.52 0.12 0.73 3.69

Guinea 0.92 0.84 0.50 0.00 0.82 3.91

Guinea-Bissau 0.70 0.51 0.50 0.00 0.50 2.71

Guyana 0,80 0.66 0.50 0.00 0.72 3.40

Haiti 0.61 0.53 0.66 0.12 0.48 2.88

Honduras 0.70 0,85 0.70 0.00 0,40 3.04

Hungary 0.85 0.72 0.50 0.71 0.74 4.26

Iceland 0.91 0.73 0.50 0,76 0.33 3.58

India 0.88 0.72 0.50 0.12 0.80 3.81

Indonesia 0,81 0.57 0.68 0.00 0.74 3.53

Iran 0.63 0.52 0.50 0.00 0.48 2.62

Iraq 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.19

Ireland 0.84 0.73 0.50 0.88 0.24 3.43

Israel 0.64 0.62 0.80 0.59 0.21 3.07

Italy 0.84 0.73 0.50 0.65 0.33 3.37

Jamaica 0.77 0.92 0.56 0.94 0.30 3.80

Japan 0.92 0.73 0.50 0.24 0.23 2.84

Jordan 0.88 0,69 1.00 0.35 0.79 4,49

Kazakhstan 0.74 0.00 0.96 0.24 0.66 3.25

Kenya 0.80 0.55 0.50 0.18 0.51 3.05

Kiribati 0.76 0.84 0.75 0.18 0.82 4.18

Kuwait 0.77 0.55 0.00 0.00 0.07 1.47

Kyrgyzstan 0.50 0.67 1.00 0.00 0.72 3.60

Laos 0.77 0.69 0.57 0.94 0.79 4.55

Latvia 0.75 0.72 1.00 0.94 0.93 5.27

Lebanon 0.78 0.00 0.73 0,53 0.42 2.87

Lesotho 0.76 0.84 0.68 0.88 0.83 4.82

Liberia 0.50 0.70 0.00 0.00 0.51 2.22

Libya 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.68

Liechtenstein 0.82 0.57 0.64 0.59 0.38 3.39

Lithuania 0.75 0.69 0.50 1.00 0.88 4.71

Luxembourg 0.83 0.73 0,00 0.71 0.61 3.48

Macedonia 0.50 0.57 0.68 0.00 0.65 3.06

Madagascar 0.50 0.65 0.75 0.31 0.45 3.11

Malawi 0.84 0.77 0.50 0,06 0.83 3.83

Malaysia 0.82 0.71 0.52 0.53 0.61 3.81

Maldives 0.97 0,95 0.50 0.94 0.72 4.81

Mali 0.77 0.74 0.56 0.00 0.83 3.75

Malta 0.84 0.77 0.50 0.35 0.79 4.05

Marshall Is. 0.98 0,65 0.50 0.59 n.s. n.s.

Mauritania 0.86 0.53 0,50 0.00 0.73 3.34

Mauritius 0.98 0.80 0.64 0,94 0.69 4.73

Mexico 0.94 0.84 0.88 0.29 0.79 4.53

Micronesia 0,87 0.92 0.88 0,94 0.78 5.18

Moldova 0.73 0.67 0.64 0.00 0.60 3.23

Monaco 0.96 0.00 1.00 0.88 0.47 3.80

Mongolia 0.89 0.89 0.50 0.88 0.65 4.46

Morocco 0.68 0,75 0.57 0.29 0.68 3.65

Mozambique 0.71 0.56 0.00 0.88 0.83 3.82

Myanmar 0.78 0.65 0.00 0.41 0.83 3.50

Namibia 0.74 0.65 0.50 0.88 0.64 4.05

Nauru 0.88 0.78 0.56 0.00 n.s. n.s.

Nepal 0.83 0.52 0.50 0.12 0.80 3.58

Netherlands 0.87 0.73 1.00 0,94 0.23 3.99

New Zealand 0.89 0.70 1.00 1.00 0.27 4.12

Nicaragua 0.70 0.89 0.59 0.76 0.73 4.40

Niger 0.72 0.58 0.66 0.00 0.54 3.04

Nigeria 0,80 0.57 0.50 0.47 0.98 4.31

Niue 0.67 0.93 0.61 0.65 0.27 3.39

North Korea 0,78 0.54 0.50 0.12 0.37 2.67

Norway 0.91 0.73 0.56 0.82 0.32 3.66

Oman 0,76 0.56 0.00 0.71 0.18 2,38

Pakistan 0.83 0.56 0.50 0.06 0.75 3.46

Palau 0.62 0.89 0.95 0.58 0.11 3.27

Panama 0.74 0.94 0.51 0.29 0.54 3.57

Papua New Guinea 0.94 0.74 0.50 0.53 0.86 4.42

Paracel Is. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.
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Do results of climate change research influ¬

ence the cooperative behavior of countries

within the international climate change

regime?

Michèle B. Baettig1

'Institute of Biogeochemistry and Pollutant Dynamics (IBP), ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

Abstract

This paper investigates whether results of climate change research, specifically about exposure and

economic costs, influences the cooperative behavior of countries within the international climate change

regime. This relation is analyzed for 176 countries by means of a linear regression model for the time

period 1990-2005. The results show that only a small share of the cooperative behavior of all countries

worldwide can be explained by exposure to climate change and economic costs of climate change.

Control variables such as the political system, economic development, population, and oil dependence

explained approx. 22% of the cooperative behavior. From the present study the conclusion can be drawn

that the reasons for the cooperative behavior of the 176 countries are very diverse and that therefore

generally valid relations are difficult to find. More research is required with a focus on additional factors

influencing cooperative behavior such as networks and mutual dependence, role of leadership, equity

issues, or public awareness and pressure.
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4.1 Introduction

Similar to many other environmental problems, climate change is a typical example of the 'tragedy of

the commons' (Hardin, 1968; Hardin, 1998). The 'tragedy of the commons' may occur when a common

good is freely accessible to all (see also Olson, 1971; Ostrom, 1990). If too many individuals freely

benefit from the common good, it will be over-exploited. The costs of over-exploitation are paid by

all those to whom the resource is available, which may be a wider class of individuals than those who

are using it. For the exploiting individuals, the instantaneous benefit is essentially higher than the costs

noticeable in the long-term only. Applied to climate change this means that, currently, a group of indi¬

viduals, companies and countries benefits from the free use of the atmosphere as a sink for greenhouse

gas emissions, while the costs - in the form of climate change and its impacts - are paid by the global

community later on, also those scarcely using the atmosphere as a sink. When regarding climate change

as a tragedy of the commons, it becomes apparent that this global conflict between individual and

common interests is very demanding to resolve.

One option to tackle environmental problems of such a global scope is by means of international envi¬

ronmental agreements (IEAs). The number ofIEAs has increased during the past decades and these trea¬

ties will be important features of global environmental governance for the foreseeable future (Mitchell,

2003). However, the implementation of an IEA in itself does not guarantee a positive effect on the

environment. In the past, some IEAs have had only little or even detrimental effect on the environment

(Mitchell, 2003; Susskind et al., 2002; Ward, 2006). In order for IEAs to be successful, cooperation of

the participating countries is a key requirement (Victor, 2006; von Stein, 2006). However, in the situa¬

tion of a 'tragedy of the commons', incentives to defect from an IEA are high as the short-term benefits

of freely polluting the atmosphere are enticing. Additionally, there is no supranational authority that

enforces cooperation and punishes offenders.

What does 'cooperation of countries' mean in the context of this study? According to Keohane (1984, p.

52), 'Intergovernmental cooperation takes place when the policies actually followed by one government

are regarded by its partners as facilitating realization oftheir own objectives, as the result of a process of

policy coordination'. In the field of climate change this means that active climate protection of a country

- as a result of international climate negotiations - is a cooperative behavior as it facilitates the realiza¬

tion of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) objectives that are

also the objectives of all states that ratified the Convention.

Important questions are why some states behave more cooperatively than others within the interna¬

tional climate change regime, and which factors determine the cooperative behavior of states and, thus,

increase the probability of IEAs ofbecoming successful.
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A broad scientific literature has dealt with the influence of scientific findings on policy in the field of

climate change (Farrcll et al., 2001; Hartmann et al., 2002; Jones et al., 1999; McNie, 2007; Mitchell

et al., 2006; Sarewitz and Pielke Jr., 2007). Authors that investigate how international environmental

regimes are formed emphasize the crucial role of scientific information for this process (e.g. Meyer et

al., 1997; Renevier and Henderson, 2002). On the level of negotiations of politicians, however, it has

been shown that the influence of research results on policy is much smaller, complex, indirect and influ¬

enced by other values and interests (e.g. Chasek, 2001 ; Lövbrand, 2007). Hence, the influence of science

on policy seems to be of varying strength depending on the level of analysis.

In this paper, focus is laid on the intermediate level of countries. I investigate whether and how strongly

results of climate change research influence the cooperative behavior of countries within the interna¬

tional climate change regime. Two types of scientific results arc distinguished: The first type encom¬

passes findings about how strongly countries will be affected by climate change. This information may

shape the decision how much a country should engage in the negotiation process. The stronger coun¬

tries are affected, the more they might be interested in a far-reaching agreement that aims to reduce the

global climate change and, thus, also reduces impacts on their own territory. The second type of results

of climate change research includes the economic costs expected to be caused by climate change. Those

countries that expect high mitigation costs might tend to stand up for a weak agreement that does not

restrict them too much (e.g. von Stein, 2006). In contrast, countries that expect high costs caused by

climate impacts may intend to reduce these by means of a strong international agreement.

The aim of this study is twofold: first, to better understand the influence of specific results from climate

change research on the cooperative behavior of states, i.e. to investigate whether there is an influence

and how strong it is, and second, more generally, to improve the understanding about the cooperative

behavior of states within the international climate change regime. The research questions are analyzed

by means of a linear regression analysis. To date, I am not aware of a similar research design for this

topic.

In the next chapter, theoretical arguments on the linkages between research results and cooperation are

discussed. In chapter 3,1 present the research design chosen as well as the dependent and independent

variables. Results are presented in chapter 4, discussed in chapter 5 and, finally, conclusions are drawn

in chapter 6.

4.2 The interest-based explanation of cooperation

The starting point for my hypotheses is 'the interest-based explanation of international environmental

policy' discussed by Sprinz und Vaahtoranta (1994). It explains countries' foreign policy on the level of
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the nation state (see Singer, 1961)1 and thus allows to investigate international relations by the condi¬

tions and processes within states. It offers a 'parsimonious explanation by concentrating on two unit-

level factors of major importance, namely, a country's ecological vulnerability toward pollution and the

economic costs of pollution abatement' (Sprinz and Vaahtoranta, 1994, p. 78). According to the interest

based explanation, each country is a self-interested actor that decides rationally by comparing costs and

benefits of alternative courses of action.

I build the present analysis on the two explaining factors 'ecological vulnerability towards pollution' and

'economic costs of pollution abatement', and adapt them to the field of climate change.

4.2.1 Exposure to climate change

Sprinz and Vaahtoranta (1994) defined ecological vulnerability as how much a country is affected by an

environmental problem. Within the present study, I refer to this concept as 'exposure to climate change',

which is simpler to operationalize, compare and also to comprehend.

When adapting the interest-based explanation to climate change, it is worthwhile considering one of its

specific characteristics: The global climate is already changing today, which is noticed by different soci¬

eties and also measured and analyzed by scientific studies (e.g. Francis ct al., 2005; Kiktev et al., 2003;

WRI, 2006). However, climate change is largely perceived as a projected phenomenon, the strength of

which is estimated for the future by climate models and impact studies (IPCC, 2001a; IPCC, 2001b).

The perception and understanding of climate change, but also the judgment on how strongly a country

will be affected by climate change (including which sectors and regions), depends to a large degree on

results from climate change research.

A country that - on the basis of such research results - believes it will be affected strongly by climate

change is not able to combat this problem by itself. To do so, it depends on the aid and cooperation of

the international community of states and other global stakeholders. As a self-interested and rational

state, it will plead for a global solution and foster a strong international agreement that will guarantee

it a minimal climate protection of its own territory. In contrast, a state that believes to be little affected

by climate change - based on the current standard of knowledge - will not be very concerned with this

global problem. A rational and self-interested state will invest in other issues it is directly affected by.

It will not commit to far-reaching agreements or, in other words, it will not behave very cooperatively

in an international climate change regime. The following hypothesis for countries' behavior within the

international climate change regime ensues:

H;: The stronger a country expects to be affected by climate change the more cooperatively it behaves

within the international climate change regime.

1 In contrast, the second level introduced by J. David Singer, the international system level, is more comprehensive and looks
at the global patterns of behavior among states.
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4.2.2 Economic costs of climate change

'Economic costs of pollution abatement' is the second factor Sprinz and Vaahtoranta emphasize to be

of major importance for countries' environmental policy. They argue that states are more inclined to

participate in international environmental protection when the costs of compliance are relatively minor.

Within the present study, I supplement this factor with costs caused by climate impacts and refer to

'economic costs of climate change'.

Several types of 'economic costs of climate change' can be distinguished: Impact costs are here defined

as costs of climate impacts on natural and human systems. These costs are often estimated by integrated

assessment models (IAM) that simulate climate impacts in different sectors (e.g. agriculture, energy,

water, forestry etc.) and under different socioeconomic scenarios. Mitigation costs are those costs spent

to reduce the sources or enhance the sinks of greenhouse gases. They depend on different factors such

as a country's economy, the degree of technological innovations, the level of greenhouse gas emissions,

but mainly on the amount of emissions to be reduced. Adaptation costs are costs of planning, preparing

for, facilitating, and implementing measures for adjustment in natural or human systems in response to

actual or expected climatic stimuli or their effects (IPCC, 2001a, p. 982).

A rational and self-interested country aims to avoid costs following the general economic principle of

cost minimization. Impact costs are caused by the consequences of climate change and not by agree¬

ments. Impact costs can be positive or negative, depending on whether the impact is damaging or benefi¬

cial. To limit positive impact costs, climate change itself has to be limited. Hence, for a country that

expects high impact costs - on the basis of IAM calculations - it is rational to behave cooperatively

in the international climate change regime and to persuade other countries to cooperate and commit as

well. A country that expects no impact costs or even benefits (i.e. negative impact costs) has no incentive

to engage in the climate change regime. Consequently, I posit the following hypothesis:

H2: The higher a country expects impact costs to be, the more cooperatively it behaves within the inter¬

national climate change regime.

Concerning mitigation, the mechanisms are different. If the commitment to an international agreement

demands high investments in mitigation the incentive for states to join the agreement and improve

behavior is low. The UNFCCC is a declaration of intent with no binding emission commitments.

However, the Kyoto Protocol causes mitigation costs by its emission targets for Annex B2 countries

(United Nations, 1997). Hence:

H}: The higher a country expects its mitigation costs to be under the Kyoto Protocol, the less coopera¬

tively it behaves within the international climate change regime.

2 The Annex B of the Kyoto Protocol lists 38 industrialized countries and countries in transition with their quantified emission
limitation or reduction commitments.
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The economic principle of cost minimization also applies to adaptation costs. However, as I am not

aware of worldwide data on a country level, it is not possible to test such a hypothesis. Financial contri¬

butions to adaptation funds are voluntary to date and provided only by the OECD countries of the

UNFCCC's Annex F (United Nations, 1992). Other costs, e.g. for reporting or financing of the climate

regime process, are thought to be ofminor relevance for a country's policy.

4.3 Operationalization of variables and statistical model

In this chapter, the operationalization of cooperative behavior and its explanatory factors is presented.

By means of a linear regression analysis, the cooperative behavior of 176 countries is investigated for

the time period 1990-2005. Table 1 lists all variables presented in this chapter, including their unit, time

period, and source. A critical discussion of the variables can be found in chapter 4.5.2.

4.3.1 Dependent variable: the Cooperation Index

The cooperative behavior of countries is operationalized by the Cooperation Index (Baettig et al.,

submitted) as well as by each of the five indicators it is composed of. The Cooperation Index evaluates

countries' cooperative behavior within the international climate change regime on a scale between 0

(= least cooperative) and 6 (= most cooperative). It is composed of five indicators that measure policy

outputs as well as policy outcomes. The two policy output indicators measure whether and how fast

countries have committed to the UNFCCC and to the Kyoto Protocol. The three policy outcome indica¬

tors quantify whether and how effectively measures have been implemented in line with these common

agreements. They measure countries' reporting and financial contributions to the UNFCCC secretariat,

and the development of per capita C02 emissions in relation to the per capita gross domestic product

(GDP) of each country. This last indicator, the Emission Indicator, compares level and trend of each

country's C02 emissions to a benchmark curve that is an Environmental Kuznets Curve constructed

from the corresponding data of 13 European countries.

The aggregation of policy output and policy outcome indicators in a single index stands in contrast to

many other studies that focus solely on policy outputs when measuring countries' political behavior (e.g.

Fredriksson and Gaston, 2000; Kunkel et al., 2006; von Stein, 2006). Testing not only the Cooperation

Index but also its five individual indicators may yield insights into the similarity and differences between

these two aspects of countries' cooperative behavior.

3 The Annex I of the UNFCCC includes the industrialized countries that were members of the OECD (Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development) in 1992, plus countries with economics in transition (the EIT Parties), including
the Russian Federation, the Baltic States, and several Central and Eastern European States.
Non-Annex I Parties are mostly developing countries.
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4.3.2 Independent variables: Results of climate change research

Exposure to climate change (HJ

Results of climate change research inform countries how strongly they are and will be affected by

climate change. In the present study, two variables express this exposure to climate change: the strength

of climate change and the expected sea level rise.

The first variable is the Climate Change Index that summarizes the expected changes in temperature

and precipitation. The Climate Change Index is a measure for how strongly a country will be affected

by climate change relative to the existing climate variability (Baettig et al., 2007). It is composed of

nine annual and seasonal temperature and precipitation indicators calculated on the basis of three global

climate models. All indicators are calculated according to the same principle, i.e. to identify the "1 in 20

years" most extreme event of the reference period (1961-1990) and to calculate the occurrence of such

an event within the scenario period (2071-2100). The analyzed extreme events are the hottest, driest and

wettest years as well as the hottest, driest and wettest boreal summers and winters.

The second variable stands for the expected effects of sea level rise. Coastal areas will be affected by

increasing flood risk, erosion, inundation, salt water intrusion etc. Hence, I introduce a coastline variable

measuring the length of the coastline per land area {coastline). It describes the importance of the coast

for a country and thus, the exposure to sea level rise.

A other variable could be a measure for the importance of a country's agriculture, e.g. expressed as the

percentage of agricultural land. Agriculture is a sector highly vulnerable to climate change as it directly

depends on the seasonal climate conditions. However, exposure will be positive for some countries (e.g.

longer seasons, milder temperatures) and negative for others (e.g. drier and hotter climate). Thus, the

influence of this variable is ambiguous with regard to hypothesis H1 and the variable is omitted.

Economic costs ofclimate change (H2 andHJ

Expected costs of climate change are expressed by means of two variables, i.e. expected impact costs

and expected mitigation costs.

To describe impact costs, 1 rely on data from integrated assessment models (IAM). IAMs simulate climate

impacts under different socioeconomic scenarios and determine socioeconomic costs of climate change.

Worldwide, a number ofIAMs have estimated costs ofclimate change on a regional or country level, e.g.

"Dynamic Integrated Climate and Economy" (DICE) and "Regional Integrated Climate and Economy"

(RICE) by Nordhaus and Boyer (2000), "PolicyAnalysis ofthe Greenhouse Effect" (PAGE2002) by Hope

(2006), the "World Integrated Assessment General Equilibrum Model" (WIAGEM) by Kemfert (2002),
the "Model for Evaluating the Regional and Global Effects of GHG Reduction Policies" (MERGE) by

Manne and Richels and for the earlier version also Mendelsohn (Manne et al., 1995; Manne and Richels,
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2004), or the "Global Impact Model" (GIM) by Mendelsohn and colleagues (Mendelsohn et al., 2000;

Mendelsohn and Williams, 2004). Each of them has different basic assumptions and emphases, with

subsequent strengths and weaknesses. For this study, I have chosen the GIM, the PAGE2002 and the

RICE model as the most suitable: GIM is the only model that calculates climate impacts on a country

level. The results of RICE were already published in the first half of the 1990ties and thus, potentially

could have been a basis for policy decisions. Finally, PAGE2002 was used for calculations in the Stern

Report (Stern, 2007). These three variables, impact cost_GIM, impact_cost_RICE, and impact_cost_

PAGE, express expected damages and benefits in % of GDP in 2100 (GIM and PAGE), and % of GDP

for a 2.5°C warming above 1990 (RICE), respectively.

Table 1: Overview ofthe indicator groups and individual indicators that are aggregated to the Climate Change
Index.

Variables Unit Time Period Source

Dependent Variables: Cooperation

Cooperation Index 0. 6

UNFCCC Indicator 0.
.

1

Kyoto Protocol Indicator 0. .1

Reporting Indicator 0.
.

1

Finance Indicator 0.
.

1

Emission Indicator 0.
.

1

av. 1990-2005

av. 1992-2005

av. 1998-2005

av. 1994-2005

av. 1996-2005

av. 1990-2005

Baettig et al., submitted

Independent Variables: Exposure to Climate Change
Climate Change Index 0

..
19

Coastlength per land area km/km2

change between

1961-1990 and

2071-2100

2004

Baettig et al., 2007

CIA, 2006; FAOSTAT, 2004

Independent Variables: Climate Costs

Impact cost GIM

Impact cost PAGE

Impact cost RICE

Mitigation cost

Impacts until 2100 in %
ofGDP

Impacts until 2100 in %
of GDP

Impacts of 2.5°

wanning above 1990 in
% of GDP

Deviation from Kyoto
Protocol targets in %
from 2010

2000

2006

2000

1997

Mendelsohn et al., 2000;
Mendelsohn and Williams,
2004

Hope, 2006; Warren et al.,
2006

Nordhaus and Boyer, 2000;
Nodhaus and Yang, 1996

own calculations

Control Variables

GDP per capita

log Oil production

Political rights

Population/log Population

1990 international
GK USD/cap, PPP

bbl/day

l=not free.. 7=free

number ofpersons

av. 1990-2002

2002 or latest

available data

av. 1990^2005

av. 1990-2005

Maddison, 2002

CIA,2006

Freedom House, 2006

The World Bank, 2006
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To express expected mitigation costs of countries, I focus on the 38 Annex B countries committed to

emissions targets under the Kyoto Protocol. The assumption is made that the more their emissions deviate

from the Kyoto target the more a country has to invest to achieve the target. Hence I defined the variable

mitigation costs that measures the deviation of a country's 1997 emissions from the Kyoto target. The

targeted amount of C02 emissions in the time period between 2008-2012 is assigned 100%. The vari¬

able mitigation costs then shows the deviation of the emissions in 1997 from this target, expressed in

%. Non-Annex B countries were assigned a '0'.

4.3.3 Control variables

A number of other factors are identified as general determinants of cooperative behavior in the climate

regime and are included as control variables into the regression.

Economic variables

I include an economic development indicator in the analysis, namely GDP_per capita. I expect no clear

correlation between wealth and climate cooperation since two lines of argumentation offer ambiguous

predictions. On the one hand, there is a broad literature that argues that less developed countries focus

their policies on poverty alleviation, food security, and development, and hence environmental quality

and specifically climate change is not (yet) a high priority (e.g. Bemauer and Koubi, 2004; Jung et al.,

2005). On the other hand, it is a fact that poorer countries emit less C02 per capita than richer countries.

The correlation between the GDP per capita and the C02 emissions per capita on a yearly basis for

186 countries is 0.85 (own calculations). As this can be regarded as a positive policy outcome, this line

of reasoning would suggest that a low GDP correlates positively with climate cooperation. All in all,

poorer countries seem to be less concerned in finding political solutions for the climate problem, but still

they behave more climate friendly than richer countries. As both of these aspects are included in how

I measure cooperation (see chapter 3.1), I expect no clear correlation between wealth and cooperative

behavior in favor of international climate protection.

In addition, I include a second economic indicator that describes countries' dependence on fossil fuels

{log_oilproduction). I posit that the more a country depends on fossil fuels, the less cooperatively it

behaves within the international climate change regime. The argumentation is that an important part of

anthropogenic climate change is caused by burning of fossil fuels. An international agreement to combat

climate change is therefore automatically associated with respective restrictions. Especially for coun¬

tries that depend highly on fossil fuels such restrictions can be linked to undesirable economic effects.

Political variable

Many studies suggest that democracies are more likely to sign environmental agreements (Bemauer
and Koubi, 2004; Cinq-Mars, 2006; Fredriksson and Gaston, 2000; Neumayer, 2002; Ward, 2006).

Hence, a variable describing the political system of each country is included in the analysis. I select
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political_rights by Freedom House (2006) that can be used as an indicator for the degree of democracy
of a country4.

Country size variable

1 include a country size indicator in the analysis (population and log_population). 1 expect no clear

correlation between country size and climate cooperation since two lines of argumentation offer ambig¬

uous predictions. On the one hand, larger countries have more capacity to get involved with interna¬

tional environmental issues (Neumayer, 2002; Ward, 2006). On the other hand, it can be argued that

larger countries (e.g. the United States, Russia) do not want to be bound by IEAs as they prefer own

solutions.

Other tested variables

As existing theory and evidence gives only weak advice about what variables to include in statistical

models to explain cooperative behavior of countries, I tested a number of further independent variables.

This is justified as it is more dangerous to exclude relevant independent variables than to include irrel¬

evant ones. In addition, the aim to build simple but powerful models justifies to exclude non-significant

variables und to explore functional forms (Ward, 2006, p. 158). The following variables proved to be

non-significant and were therefore omitted from the statistical model: logJJDPperCapita, oilproduc¬

tion, pop_growth, pop density, energy efficiency, ecologicalJbotprint, and a number of dummy vari¬

ables describing affiliation to country groups5.

Other variables correlate highly with GDP_per capita and were consequently not included in the anal¬

ysis: These are life expectancy (Spearman correlation = 0.87), literacy rate (0.74), and the Human

Development Index (0.92).

4.3.4 Statistical methods

To test the hypotheses, I conducted multivariate linear regression analyses using the estimation tech¬

nique of ordinary least squares (OLS). The regression function is as follows:

j <

with Y= Dependent variable

ß0 = Y-axis intercept

4 The Political Rights values are inverted from l=free.. .7=not free (as used by Freedom House) to 1 =not free... 7=free, to
make the analysis and interpretation more logical.
To date, I am not aware of other political variables with values for as many countries worldwide as the Freedom House data.
Most data sets are limited to developed or OECD countries (e.g. Armingeon et al., 2006; Golden et al., 2006; Swank, 2006)
or contain values for about 100 states (e.g. Bueno de Mesquita et al., 2003), which is not enough for this analysis. Also the
democracy variable of the Polity IV data set consists of less countries than Freedom House. However, the correlation between
the two variables is 0.92, which indicates that Political Rights also stands for democracy.
5 The tested country groups are AOSIS (Alliance of Small Island States), European Union, OECD (Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development), OPEC (Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries), LDC (Least
Developed Countries, a group defined by the United Nations), G77 (largest intergovernmental organization of developing
states in the United Nations), Annex I vs. Non-Annex I countries, Asian Pacific Partnership.
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/? = Regression coefficients for independent variables (j=T, 2, ..., J)

X = Independent variables (j=l, 2, ..., J)

ß. = Regression coefficients for control variables (i=l, 2, ..., I)

Z = Control variables (i=l, 2, ..., I)

The Cooperation Index is calculated as the average over the time period 1990-2005. It was not possible

to add a deterministic time trend in the regression analysis due to lack of data in this relatively short

negotiation process. However, it should be the goal of future research to calculate the Cooperation Index

for further time periods (e.g. in 2010).

4.4 Results: Determinants of cooperation

In the regression analysis, all theoretically relevant variables were tested. The models presented in Table

2 only include the significant variables. Each row corresponds to a variable that is included in at least

one model. As the three climate cost variables impact_costs RICE, impact_costs PAGE and mitiga¬

tion_costs are not significant in any of the tested models, they are not listed.

In Regression 1, the dependent variable is the Cooperation Index. The independent variables explain

almost a quarter of the variance in countries' cooperative behavior. Two of the three variables describing

'exposure to climate change' are significant at the 5% level. The Climate Change Index has a negative

regression coefficient which indicates that the more climate change is expected the less cooperatively a

country behaves within the international climate change regime. The hypothesis H] is thus rejected by

this result. An explanation could be the fact that the most affected countries (according to the Climate

Change Index) tend to be less developed. Less developed countries have lower priority to contribute on

the international parquet, as they focus their policies rather on poverty alleviation and development. In

contrast, the coastline variable displays the expected positive regression coefficient. With increasing

importance of the coastal area a country behaves more cooperatively in support of international climate

protection. The hypothesis H, is thus supported by coastline.

All regression coefficients of the cost variables are not significant. The influence of impact costsjGIM
is in the opposite direction than hypothesized, but according the hypotheses for impact cost_PAGE,

impact_cost_RlCE, and mitigation_cost.

The control variables are all significant (p<0.05). This means a country behaves more cooperatively

the less it is economically developed, the less it depends on oil production, the more political rights its

inhabitants have, and the larger its population is. Together, the control variables explain approx. 22% of

the countries' cooperative behavior.
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In Regressions 2-6, the dependent variables are the five individual indicators the Cooperation Index is

composed of. The R-squares of all indicators are between 10% and 30%. The UNFCCC indicator is

explained by coastline, political rights, and log_population. The influence ofthe coastline variable may

be an indication for the proactive role the AOSIS (Alliance of Small Island States) countries played in

the first half of the nineties (Yamin and Depledge, 2004). The finding for political rights is as expected.

Concerning the Kyoto Protocol Indicator, political rights is the only significant variable. However, the

signs of other variables such as log_population, coastline, and log_oilproduction are all in the hypoth¬

esized direction.

The Reporting Indicator is the only dependent variable that is explained by impact costs. The negative

sign indicates, however, that the higher a country expects impact costs the less cooperatively it behaves.

This result is contrary to the hypothesis Hr The Finance Indicator is explained to a large extent by GDP

per capita. This means that the wealthier a country is, the prompter it pays its financial contributions

to the UNFCCC secretariat. Regression 6 for the Emission Indicator shows that the less a country is

affected by climate change the better it is assessed regarding the level and trend of its C02 emissions.

This result is not consistent with hypothesis Hr

Regressions 1-6 show a heterogeneous picture of the linkages between the explaining variables and the

different dependent variables for cooperation. This means that it is relevant whether countries' coopera¬

tive behavior is represented by policy output indicators only - as used in most studies to date - or by an

aggregation of policy outputs and policy outcomes indicators.

In Regressions 7 and 8, the dependent variable is again the Cooperation Index, however, the analysis is

calculated for Annex I and Non-Annex I countries separately.

The explanatory power of the regression for Annex I countries - the smaller and more homogenous

group - is 40%), for Non-Annex I countries 25%. The explanatory variables for the two country groups

arc different. Cooperative behavior ofAnnex I countries is determined by the expected impact costs, the

political structure, and the country size. The negative sign ofimpact_costJ}lMindicates - again contrary

to H2 - that the higher countries expect impact costs to be, the less cooperatively they behave. The sign of

population is negative for the Annex I group. This means that the bigger an Annex I country is, the less

cooperatively it behaves. This result corresponds to the assumption discussed earlier in Chapter 3.3 that

bigger countries (e.g. the United States, Russia) may prefer not to be bound by IEAs and to implement

own solutions. For Non-Annex I countries it is vice versa: the country size is positively correlated to

cooperation, which can be explained by the lack of resources in small countries that may prevent them

from contributing to an international climate change regime. Furthermore, for Non-Annex I countries

the length of coastline is an important variable, which might be explained by the fact that all AOSIS

countries are Non-Annex I countries.
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The results of Regression 7 and 8 indicate that incentives for cooperative behavior are diverse between

country groups and that the behavior of smaller and more homogenous country groups can be explained

by more powerful models.

4.5 Discussion

4.5.1 The tested hypotheses

The results of all regression models yield a heterogeneous picture. Moreover, none of the three hypoth¬

eses is confirmed. Hl is supported by the sign and the significance of the coastline variable. However,

results based on the Climate Change Index do not provide evidence for Hp but are - in several regres¬

sions - even contrary to this hypothesis. Thus, H] cannot be completely rejected, but the evidence for the

'exposure of climate change'-hypothesis based on the coastline variable is small.

The cost hypothesis H2 and H3 are both rejected by the results. The influence of impact_cost_GIM is

in the opposite direction than hypothesized. For impact_cost_PAGE and impact_cost_RICE it is not

significant and shows alternating signs. The influence of mitigation_cost on the cooperative behavior

also showed alternating signs. Furthermore, it was never significant, not even for the Annex I country

group.

All three hypotheses could not be confirmed against the expectations based on 'the interest-based expla¬

nation of international environmental policy (Sprinz and Vaahtoranta, 1994; Sprinz and Weiss, 2001).

On the basis of the used variables and statistical model, the conclusion is that results of climate change

research hardly influence the cooperative behavior of countries within the international climate change

regime.

Considering that the strength ofthe linkage between climate change research and climate policy depends

on the level of analysis, it can be concluded that on the intermediate level of countries, the linkage is

weak, comparable to the one on the negotiation level of politicians. This statement is supported by

insights delivered from interviews conducted by the author at the UN Climate Change Conference 2005

in Montreal. In these interviews, 57 country delegates were asked to estimate the influence of scientific

information on the climate change regime. In their opinion, scientific information is more important

for the existence of the UNFCCC, than for the existence of the more concrete Kyoto Protocol and the

climate policy of their own country. This result may be a further indication that scientific information

is very important to get the negotiation process going. On the concrete negotiation and country level,

however, the influence of research seems not to be immense.
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4.5.2 How to explain cooperation as a whole?

The control variables exhibited a greater influence on the cooperative behavior than the hypotheses vari¬

ables. As expected, there was no clear correlation between wealth {GDP_per capita) and cooperation

among all dependent variables. log_oilproduction and political rights showed the expected correla¬

tions, mostly even significant. Country size {log_population) proved to be significant as well, but for

Annex 1 countries the correlation was negative, whereas for all other regressions it was positive. Overall,

political rights displayed the highest influence and is the most robust of all tested variables.

Although the control variables were often significant, the explaining power of all regression models is

not very high, at most 40%. What are possible reasons for this result?

First, the reliability and explanatory power of the used variables has to be considered. The Cooperation

Index is a composite index and it has to be scrutinized whether it really measures cooperation. In the

original study (Baettig et al., submitted), its validity was tested and its results were compared to the

results of a survey on countries' cooperativeness that was conducted with four climate change nego¬

tiation experts. For 33 countries, the correlation between the expert ranking of countries' cooperative

behavior and the Cooperation Index was high and, thus, gives confidence in the Cooperation Index.

Concerning research results it is not known how well countries are informed about the two analyzed

topics 'exposure to climate change' and 'economic costs of climate change'. The variables used in this

study are based on facts that are known since the beginning of the nineties. However, different studies

show that scientific climate data are often not in a form compatible with the need of policy makers

(Dilling, 2007; Hartmann et al., 2002; Jones et al., 1999; Lövbrand, 2007). Furthermore, it has been

shown that a poor understanding of climate processes may hinder the adoption of appropriate policies or

the generation ofpolitical support to implement them (Sterman and Sweeney, 2007). These findings may
be reasons for the low R-squares in the present study. To be certain of countries' knowledge, a study in

numerous states worldwide would have to be conducted. This goes beyond the scope of this study.

The second reason for the low explaining power ofthe regressions may be that there are different factors

that have not been operationalized and included in the analysis: the degree of a country's international

network that has a positive impact on the country's environmental performance and cooperation (Ward,

2006); cultural aspects that may explain varying priorities and views in different regions of the world

(e.g. Schneider and Barsoux, 2003); the personality of key figures (such as the president of a country,

the head of delegation etc.) that may have a big influence on country politics (e.g. Russe« et al., 2004),
domestic political pressure (e.g. Mitchell, 2003); inequality and north-south patterns that may dampen

cooperative efforts (Lange et al., in press; Roberts and Parks, 2006); etc. All these factors may influ¬

ence the cooperative behavior. However, they are difficult to operationalize, especially for all countries

worldwide.

Finally, I would like to complete with a citation of Keohane (1984, p. 10):
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'Cooperation is elusive enough, and its sources are sufficiently multifaceted and intertwined, that it

constitutes a difficult subject to study. It is particularly hard, perhaps impossible, to investigate with

scientific rigor. No sensible person would choose it as a topic ofinvestigation on the grounds that its

puzzles could readily be "solved". I study it... because ofits normative significance'.

I assume that not only cooperation is a very complex phenomenon, but that the sample of the 176 coun¬

tries may also prevent a powerful analysis. The motivation for the political behavior of all countries

worldwide is presumably too diverse to be described in one linear regression model. It may be easier to

explain the cooperative behavior of smaller, more homogenous country groups. Partially, this was also

shown by the analysis for Annex I countries, which is the most powerful of all tested models.

4.6 Summary and Conclusion

In this study, I have investigated determinants that explain cooperative behavior of countries within

the international climate change regime. Focus was laid on results of climate change research, namely

exposure to climate change and economic costs caused by climate change.

The results show that only a small share of the cooperative behavior of all countries worldwide can be

explained by exposure and economic costs variables. The evidence for the 'exposure to climate change'-

hypothesis is small and only supported by the length of a country's coastline variable. The two 'climate

cost'-hypotheses are rejected by the results. Control variables describing the political system, economic

development, population, and oil dependence explained approx. 22% of the cooperative behavior (when

measured by means of the composite Cooperation Index).

A regression comparison of the Cooperation Index and its five indicators shows that their determinants

differ. Hence, it is relevant whether countries' cooperative behavior is represented by policy output indi¬

cators only - as used in most studies to date - or by an aggregation of policy output and policy outcome

indicators as in the Cooperation Index.

The regression for two country groups, Annex I and Non-Annex I countries, implies that the motivation

for political behavior is too diverse between all countries worldwide to explain it powerfully by a single

linear regression model. The power ofthe model for Annex I countries is clearly higher than for all other

models in this study.

For a more comprehensive understanding of countries cooperative political behavior, future research is

required that focuses on variables such as country networks, cultural aspects, role of leadership, public

awareness and pressure, as well as equity issues.
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5

Conclusions and Future Research

In the present PhD project, it is investigated whether results of climate change research facilitate the

formation of successful international climate change agreements. Generally, it is accepted that scien¬

tific findings about climate change were important for the initiation of the international climate change

regime. The present research indicates, however, that on the level of individual countries, the influence

of results of climate change research (here how much countries will be affected by climate change)

on the cooperative behavior of the countries at the climate negotiations is small. This also means that

research results contribute little to a successful international climate policy.

The work with the Climate Change Index has shown that it is possible to summarize complex scientific

data in a clear and comprehensible way for policy-makers and other interested persons. The usefulness

and the need of the index was confirmed by the wide coverage in international media and the many reac¬

tions of policy-makers, laypersons, and researchers. This interaction with the public has shown that it

is very important to communicate scope and limitations of such a simplified index in order to prevent

misinterpretation and unintended use.

The Cooperation Index is a relatively complex index that summarizes policy output and policy outcome

indicators. It is demanding to interpret, as it is not evident which data are included in the values for each

country. Thus, it is important not only to present the overall index but also the individual indicators.

The validity of the aggregated Cooperation Index was examined by means of a survey of international

climate policy experts. Their rating of cooperativeness showed a high correlation with the Cooperation

Index, which gives confidence in its country estimations. Thus, the Cooperation Index seems to create

an additional value that is different to those of the single policy output and outcome indicators.

By means of the applied research design, it has been shown that the influence of results of climate

change research on the cooperative behavior of countries is small. From the analysis the conclusion can

be drawn that the motivations for the cooperative behavior of the 176 countries are very diverse and that

therefore no generally valid relations can be found. However, the used approach has built a sound basis

to start and deal with the topic and has shown in which direction research could be further developed.
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Further research in the field that links climate change research and climate policy should focus on the

following topics:

(1) Following the international reactions on the Climate Change Index, its further development has high

priority and reflects the current need for aggregated information. A first step could be the calculation of

the index on the basis of the latest AR4 GCM model data1.

(2) Concerning the Cooperation Index, a link with the project of Kunkel, Jacob, and Busch of the Freie

Universität Berlin is suggested. In this project, climate policies of24 countries were analyzed, described

by means of indicators, ranked, and interpreted. It would be ofhigh interest whether international climate

cooperation and domestic climate policy of countries correlate.

(3) The method to investigate the link between climate change research and cooperation of countries

was quantitative - statistical. This approach has built a sound basis, but it also has its limits. It is not

able to describe and discuss soft factors, single events, historical aspects, personalities of leaders etc.

This, however, is a strength of qualitative methods that could build a useful complement to the quantita¬

tive approach. Qualitative methods could help to expand the perspective of the complex phenomenon

'cooperation', to clarify which aspects should be further analyzed and thus, refer to the direction of the

research.

(4) Furthermore, focus should be laid on research that investigates the needs of climate policy-makers,

and also the influence of climate policy on climate change research. The author conducted interviews

with 57 delegates of 33 countries at the UN Climate Change Conference 2005 in Montreal. Many find¬

ings of these interviews are incorporated into the discussions of the present thesis. However, a system¬

atic and comprehensive analysis has not yet been conducted and would be an important qualitative

contribution concerning the perception and needs of policy-makers.

1 These Global Climate Model (GCM) data were calculated for the 2007 Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) of the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). They are licensed for use in research projects only and available at The
IPCC Data Distribution Centre (http://www.ipcc-data.org/).
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